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F R O M the E D I T O R

Changes to Come

I

n an effort to continue improving the Alumni JOURNAL,
the editors and editorial staff are currently reviewing the
production process of the publication. We are considering
aspects such as the design, content, layout, page count,
and publication schedule. Much of the JOURNAL as you
know it will remain the same, but we have already made
some plans for improvements we are eager to share.
We will continue to publish three issues each calendar
year, with two of the issues featuring the Annual
Postgraduate Convention and the School of Medicine
graduates. The JOURNAL’s content will remain focused
on our medical alumni and students, the School of
Medicine, and the Alumni Association.

We are considering aspects such as the design,
content, layout, page count, and publication schedule.
Two changes to anticipate are the delivery schedule of
the JOURNAL to your homes or inboxes and the editorial design. The most obvious change in the near future
is there will be no January–April issue delivered this
winter. Instead, in order for publication times to better

coincide with APC and graduation, the next issue will be
published in the spring of 2019, following APC, and will
be called the Spring 2019 issue. Subsequent issues will be
the Summer 2019 and the Fall/Winter 2019 issues and so

a SeaCountry Homes Community

So don’t panic if you realize it is February and you
haven’t received an issue for several months.
forth. So don’t panic if you suddenly realize it is February
and you haven’t received an issue for several months.
No, the Alumni Association has not been dissolved, the
staff has not transferred to other venues, the contract
with our publisher has not been canceled, and stock for
printing has not been replaced by pixels. Regarding the
editorial design, you will see some updates to the look
of the JOURNAL come spring, and we trust you will
find the new look attractive and worthy of pride in your
Alumni Association.
I personally appreciate comments, letters, and articles from our readers, which help to keep us focused
on what our alumni want to see contained in our
Alumni JOURNAL. n

Burton A. Briggs ’66
Editor

*$7,500, no PMI and 5% down payment programs are preferred lender incentives that can only be used as per lending and regulatory guidelines. Lenders and programs vary as to the application and use of selle
Not available with other offers or incentives. Please check with sales counselor or lender for specific seller incentive criteria. In a continuous effort to improve product, SeaCountry Homes reserves the right to
plans, exterior elevations, square footage, materials and pricing without prior notice. All square footages are approximate. Illustrative is an artist’s conception and is not to scale. Sales by SeaCountry Homes, Inc.
Real Estate License No. 01344161. (2/18)

*$7,500, no PMI and 5% down payment programs are preferred lender incentives that can only be used as per lending and regulatory guidelines. Lenders and programs vary as to the application and use of selle
Not available with other offers or incentives. Please check with sales counselor or lender for specific seller incentive criteria. In a continuous effort to improve product, SeaCountry Homes reserves the right to
plans, exterior elevations, square footage, materials and pricing without prior notice. All square footages are approximate. Illustrative is an artist’s conception and is not to scale. Sales by SeaCountry Homes, Inc.
Real Estate License No. 01344161. (2/18)
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F R O M the P R E S I D E N T

Being a Medical Student Today

O

n my first day of medical school, I remember feeling
excited and scared at the same time, going to the
Alumni Association Freshman Welcome Picnic, and
meeting the dean, Dr. Hadley (Gordon ’44-B), who knew
my face and name! In August, the Class of 2022 said they
felt anxious and excited at the same time as they began
their first days of school. They also attended the Alumni
Association welcome picnic and met the dean, Dr. Hadley
(Roger ’74). Clearly, some things have not changed.

2019 Board of Directors Elections

Please complete the form by using a black/blue pen or vote online at

www.llusmaa.org/page/ballot-2019
Full Name: _______________________________________ Class: _______________ Email: ____________________________
Address: _________________________________________ State: _______________ Zip Code: _________________________

What Is It Like to Be a Medical Student Today?

Alumni Association Annual and Perpetual Members: Do you approve of the appointment of the following persons
to the Alumni Association Board of Directors?
Yes No Abstain

• Most students were born between 1994 and 1996.
• They have always known the “world wide web.”

Yes No Abstain
James Couperus ’67

Elmar Sakala ‘73-B

• The # symbol is not for “please press pound”; it is a
hashtag.

Greg Dietrich ’92

Randy Skau ’82

• Cloning was always fact and not science fiction.

Marcus Heisler ’14

Cheryl Tan ’85

Torrey Laack ’99

Marilene Wang ’86

George Petti ’62

David Wood ’80-B

The Class of 2022 at a Glance

✄ CUT HERE

2019 Holding Fund Board of Directors Election
Please complete the form using a black/blue pen or vote online at

www.llusmaa.org/page/holding-fund-2019
Perpetual Members: Who of the following do you wish to elect as a Holding Fund Board member?
(Please check only one box.)

Samuel Paw ’82

Roland Lonser ’67

Alumni: Do you know any LLU School of Medicine alumni that you believe would be interested in serving on
either the Alumni Association Board of Directors or the Holding Fund Board of Directors in the future?
Name 1: __________________________________________

Please circle one:

Board of Directors

Holding Fund Board

Name 2: _________________________________________

Please circle one:

Board of Directors

Holding Fund Board

There are 168 members—80 men and 88 women—
selected from 5,510 applicants. The average age is 23.7
years. There is a set of twins, a set of brothers, and two
members of the class who just got married to each other.
Students come from 26 different states and an additional
16 countries. Twenty-three students have parents who
are alumni of Loma Linda University School of Medicine.
The students have degrees from 57 different colleges
and universities. Most have a science or health major, but
14 percent have majors in other areas.
The collective experiences of the students are interesting and unique: car restoring, painting, writing
poetry, volunteering in a leper colony, mountain
climbing, running the Boston Marathon, winning Miss
Congeniality in a pageant, performing digital animation,
and much, much more.
As impressive as these achievements are, the most
remarkable characteristic of these students is their heart
for service. They have fed the homeless, volunteered in
orphanages and prisons, completed refugee outreach,
built homes for the disabled, tutored students, raised

funds, and served in church and civic organizations. They
have served internationally on short-term mission trips
and as student missionaries in more than 40 countries.
They have certainly followed Jesus’ command to “Go ye
into all the world.”

Medical School Trends

Nationally, there is an increasing number of applicants
to medical school. Today’s students have more to learn
than you and I did—think of the number of drug names
they need to memorize. They also have numerous ways to
learn and more sources to use. The Match is much more
competitive than it was 15–20 years ago, and there are
now more applicants than there are residency spots. The
student of today also faces the potential of overwhelming
debt. The 2018 median medical student debt in the
United States is $190,000.

How Can Alumni Support the Students?

When considering the many challenges facing current
students, it is important for the Alumni Association to
create opportunities to support the students of today.
For example:
• The Alumni Student Council is an important
venue to which student representatives from
each class are elected. This council focuses on
support for different student activities, including
the Freshman Welcome Picnic, Junior Match
Symposium, and Senior Seminar.
• The Alumni Association partners with Medical
Auxiliary to support students participating in
international experiences.
• The Alumni Association has funds that support
scholarship opportunities. Goals are to expand
endowments for additional scholarships for both
today and the future.
As an Alumni Association, we need to consider ways
to support student life that help guide students to a meaningful and successful experience and future career. n

Voting closes December 31, 2018. Thank you for your participation!

Please send completed form to:
11245 Anderson Street, Ste. 200
Loma Linda, CA 92354

Tamara L. Thomas ’87
Alumni Association President

September–December 2018
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Making History

L

oma Linda University’s (LLU’s) Lifetime Service
Award is the highest award that can be bestowed from
this institution. This year, a most deserving recipient was
Leonard L. Bailey ’69.
I am one among thousands who ardently treasures
memories of countless special moments related to Len’s
pioneering work in infant heart transplantation. Grant
me the privilege to share a few of these memories.
In 1975, nine years before the historic “Baby Fae”
operation, I was a surgery intern rotating on cardiothoracic surgery. The then little-known Leonard Bailey was
the senior fellow who patiently and adroitly mentored me
through my first thoracotomy closure. He was not only
extremely patient but also a superb technician.
Later that year, the junior cardiothoracic fellow John G.
Jacobson ’71 would tell me that “Len’s gentle but erudite
manner and his premature gray hair made every patient
feel they were being treated by the very best of Loma
Linda’s senior surgeons.” Throughout his esteemed career,
he was always regarded as a gentleman and a scholar.
In the latter part of October 1984, scores of national
and international news agencies lined their trucks outside
the medical school to broadcast the first (and only) infant
heart xenotransplant. Soon thereafter, I learned that
Loma Linda’s Institutional Review Board had approved
five primate xenotransplants. The other four procedures
were never done.
Animal rights activists openly opposed the procedure.
In response, LLU’s highly regarded physician/ethicist
Jack W. Provonsha ’53-A defended Len on national television by saying, “I have to assume that the protesters are
all vegetarians.”
For those of us working at LLU Medical Center, there
was a surreal and disconnected feeling as we walked
by Baby Fae’s hospital room on unit 7100, which was
guarded by a single unarmed member of the security.
What was occurring on a very small piece of real estate
in sleepy little Loma Linda was the lead story for many
nights on national television.

H. Roger Hadley ’74
School of Medicine Dean
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The 25th anniversary of Baby Fae’s historic operation
was celebrated during the centennial celebration of the
School of Medicine in 2009. More than 150 recipients of
infant heart transplants joined Dr. Bailey to honor Baby
Fae’s mother for her “courage to be first of many.” She
was only 22 years old when she boldly consented to the
surgery for her baby. Though Baby Fae died 18 days after
the surgery, her mother agreed to come to the centennial
celebration to tell her story, but only if Dr. Bailey was the
one to interview her. It was her only interview since she
had appeared on the cover of People magazine 25 years
before. To have all those miracles surround her and Dr.
Bailey was a keepsake moment that was witnessed by
many through tears.
Earlier this year, a long-term cardiac surgery nurse
proudly showed her treasured keepsake: the actual $3 ice
chest that carried the first human infant heart that was
transplanted by Dr. Bailey. Sentimentality exists where
history is made.
I snapped a very meaningful picture of Len Bailey
giving the Alumni Association’s Alumnus of the Year
award to his mentor Ellsworth E. Wareham ’42. Len
never forgot his mentors, and gratitude was always one
of his hallmarks.
At graduation in May, I observed Dr. Leonard Bailey,
his gray hair now white and his quick step now slowed
by health challenges. His son escorted him to the lectern
while his loving wife, Nancy, watched close by. To witness
this moment of a fulfilled dream that began as a medical
student and to realize that hundreds and possibly thousands of children have been given life because of this
man’s pioneering courage and research was one of the
highlights of my being dean. Thank you, Len, for your
courage as a young surgeon. Thank you for your lifetime
commitment to this institution. Thank you for your
example of Christ-centered excellence that we all should
strive to emulate. You will always have a prominent place
in the history of Loma Linda University. n

T H I S and T H A T

Multi-Generation Snapshot

Have Your Say in the Future of
the JOURNAL and Win $200

Lifetime Experience Trips

A

s mentioned in the editorial from Dr. Briggs, the
Alumni JOURNAL will be undergoing some changes
in the coming months. To have your say in these changes,
visit www.llusmaa.org/page/aj-survey and fill out the
questionnaire to provide the editors with your feedback.
By filling out the questionnaire, you can be eligible to win
$200. We value the input of our readers, so please let us
know your suggestions.
Also, we would like to remind our readers that the next
issue will be published after the 2019 Annual Postgraduate
Convention in the spring. n

Antarctica Cruise
JAN 21 – FEB 3, 2019

INCLUDES: Airport transfers, hotel, highly qualified
expedition team with experts in their field, excursions
and activities, explorations by Zodiac®, spacious
suites, gratuities, free WiFi throughout the ship,
complimentary expedition gear.

Cast Your Votes

R

emember to vote for the 2019 Alumni Association
Board of Directors. You can find the ballot on page 4
of this issue. Elections close December 31, 2018. n

Loma Linda University School of Medicine has many
alumni spanning multiple generations. One is the Hall
family, which contributed this photo to the JOURNAL
of three living generations of medical alumni. Following
the freshman white coat dedication on August 2, Kristina
Hall (’22) shares the proud moment with her father,
Richard J. Hall ’88 (left), mother, Frances Patricia
Batin ’88 (right), and grandfather, Glenn L. Hall ’61
(second right). Kristina also holds a photo of her
great-grandfather, George D. Guernsey ’50.

Letters to the Editor

Y

our comments and feedback about the Alumni
JOURNAL are always appreciated. Here is what our
readers had to say this year!

Raymond O. West ’52
Kudos for another platinum issue of the JOURNAL! I
hardly missed a paragraph and nary a picture (especially
of the eclipse). Thanks for your stellar creation.
Paul M. Watson ’59
Thank you for the best JOURNAL ever! I just love the
photos of the eclipse, notes and comments, and even a
poem. Two of the contributors are dear friends of ours.
We cut out the pictures and put them up on our wall.
Thanks also for the book review “Addiction by
8
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APC Reminder

P

reparations for the APC are well underway. This year’s
plenary theme is “Latest and Greatest,” where updates
will be given in various fields of medicine. Reunions, the
Sunday luncheon, and the APC Gala are currently being
organized. We look forward to seeing you at the APC on
March 1–4, 2019. Visit www.apc.llusmaa.org. n
Prescription” (January–April 2018 issue). It was a much
needed and frank discussion of this immense problem. It
touches the real world as I saw in my practice years ago.

Elton R. Kerr ’76-A
I look forward to each issue of the Alumni JOURNAL
to read about classmates’ activities, progress in the SM,
and sponsored mission activities. I greatly enjoyed the
OB-GYN department report in the last issue and the
excellent write up on the Perinatal Research Center
started by Lawrence D. Longo ’54, who was one of my
mentors back in the early 1970s (May-August 2013 issue).
As I am a teacher of medical students at our hospital
and some are considering residency in California, I wanted
to give the pages with the anesthesia and internal medicine
department reports to some students, encouraging them
to consider LLU for residency in those fields. n
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JUNE 28 – JULY 9, 2020
INCLUDES: Category 1 tickets to the Passion Play
at Oberammergau, Germany. Berlin, Dresden, Prague,
Cesky Krumlov, Salzburg, Neuschwanstein Castle, Lake
Lucerne, Interlaken, Heidelberg, and more. Gratuities,
daily breakfasts and 7 dinners. Airfare from LA or NYC.

BOOK
NOW

SPACE IS VERY LIMITED
DISCOUNTS FOR PERPETUAL MEMBERS
To book or for more information visit
www.llusmaa.org/events or contact
Esther Tan at 626-497-3156 or tans916@yahoo.com
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Non-MD Degrees
Awarded

®

Partnership

C

ongratulations to the students who received
their undergraduate and non-medicine graduate
degrees from the School of Medicine this year!

2018

Bachelor of Science

Brittney Springer (Geology)

Master of Health Science–
Pathologists’ Assistant
Kendra Bailey
Jessica Burgess
Rachel Cacho
Eleni Constantopoulos
Josephine Anh Hoang
Goldie Jacob
Sally Khalil
Marcela Lizarraga

Katharine Lynch
Jonathon Pulsipher
Stephanie Punkay
Bonnie Rohweller
Frank Rubio
Ricky Ukwuani
Jared Winchell
Lindsay Winters

Master of Science

Justin Brier-Jones (Anatomy)
Zebedayo Masongo (Physiology)
Rose Syomiti Mutiso (Biology)
Chane O’Bannon (Anatomy)

Doctor of Philosophy degree recipients at the 2018 School of Medicine
graduation include (left to right) Jamey Nichole Cooper, Ijeoma Esiaba,
Monte Alain Fleming, Luciano Uriel Gonzalez, Arti Ketan Desai, Jonathan
Mitchell Baio, John Bryle Chong Tan, Desislava Metodieva Doycheva, Kathia
Cordero-Cabán ’18, Minwoo Andrew Song ’18, Andrew Minoru Fukuda
’18, Paul Allen Williams, and Mélissa Charles ’18 (received PhD in 2012).

Macpherson Society and VA
Names Amy C. Hayton ’04
Teacher of the Year

10
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Portland, OR

Monterey, CA

Gatlinburg, TN #2

NOVEMBER 2–4

NOVEMBER 9–11

NOVEMBER 16–18

NOVEMBER 30–DEC. 2

Be our guest for an inspirational
weekend with Pastor John Bradshaw.
Learn how you can invest in souls for
eternity through It Is Written.

PROCLAIMING TRUTH
CHANGING LIVES

Register: 1-800-479-9056 or itiswritten.com/partners

Y O U A R E I N V I T E D T O B E A N AU T H O R F O R

GRAND ROUNDS

Doctor of Philosophy

Jonathan Mitchell Baio (Anatomy)
Leanne Woods Burnham (Physiology)
Michael Anthony Castello ’18 (Physiology)
Jamey Nichole Cooper (Earth Science)
Kathia Cordero-Cabán ’18 (Physiology)
Arti Ketan Desai (Biology)
Desislava Metodieva Doycheva (Physiology)
Ijeoma Esiaba (Biology)
Monte Alain Fleming (Earth Science)
Gerad Fox (Biology)
Andrew Minoru Fukuda ’18 (Physiology)
Luciano Uriel Gonzalez (Earth Science)
Nathanael Matei (Biochemistry)
Manuel Luis Montero (Physiology)
Minwoo Andrew Song ’18 (Physiology)
John Bryle Chong Tan (Biochemistry)
Paul Allen Williams (Physiology)

Palm Springs, CA

D A I LY D E V O T I O N A L S T O R I E S

In Celebration of the Vision 2020 Campaign

We want your story now!
medicine.llu.edu/grand-rounds
Submission deadline: December 31, 2018.

D

r. Hayton, assistant professor for internal medicine, was named
School of Medicine teacher of the year by the Walter E. Macpherson
Society and the VA Graduate Resident Education Committee.
Macpherson Society president D. Duane Baldwin ’91 presented
the award to Dr. Hayton during the senior banquet on May 23.
Dr. Hayton was “overwhelmingly” nominated by the student body,
which highlighted her passion for teaching, example of spiritual
care, and efforts to include students in meaningful patient care as
some of the reasons why she deserved the recognition.
The VA presented its award to Dr. Hayton on September 5. n

Grand Rounds is the
THIRD AND FINAL BOOK in the

Rounds Series

grandrounds@llu.edu | (909) 558-4811
LLU-18-001 Grand Rounds Alumni Journal Ad 2 PRESS 1.indd 1

September–December
2018 11
8/30/18 4:22 PM
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AAMC Continuum
Connections Meeting
Features School of Medicine

D

aniel W. Giang ’83, vice
president for graduate medical
education at Loma Linda University
Health, gave the welcoming plenary
address at the first Association
of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) Continuum Connections
conference in Orlando in April.
The session combined the spring meetings of the
Group of Student Affairs, the Group on Residency Affairs
(GRA), the Organization of Student Representatives,
and the Organization of Resident Representatives. It
attracted more than 1,000 medical school administrators, students, and residents to Orlando, Florida, from
all over the U.S. and Canada.
Themes that brought the conference together
included transitions from undergraduate medical
education (medical school) to graduate medical education (residency), wellness, advocacy, and diversity.
As the current chair of the AAMC GRA Steering
Committee, Dr. Giang spoke on the subject of wellness.
He was also asked by the National Residency Match
Program to be a respondent at their plenary session on
Perspectives on Professionalism. n

Laren D. Tan ’09 Champions
Better Air Quality in the IE

D

r. Tan is determined to improve the quality of life for
patients with asthma. He meets regularly with local
and state officials to discuss the need for better air quality in
the Inland Empire.
“For some, it’s easy to choose where you want to live,

Follow the School of Medicine Online
Website: medicine.llu.edu
Facebook: Facebook.com/llumedschool
Twitter: @LLUMedSchool
Student Blog: www.llu.edu/llusmblog
The Dean’s Instagram: @RogerHadley
School of Medicine News is developed by Kristen Hwang,
communications coordinator at the School of Medicine.
12
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Physician Vitality Welcomes
Additional Team Member
to Focus on Resident and
Student Well-Being

T

he School of Medicine
welcomed Jessica ChenFeng,
PhD, to the physician vitality
team in June as associate director.
ChenFeng received her doctorate
in marital and family therapy
from Loma Linda University and
has been a practicing clinician for
12 years in community clinics and private practice.
For the past four years, she has been a core faculty
member in the marriage and family therapy program
at California State University, Northridge.
Her research centers around social contextual variables impacting relationships and systems as well as clinical issues surrounding culture, gender, and spirituality.
ChenFeng will play a central role as well-being and
prevention programs continue to be developed for
residents and medical students. She looks forward to
serving all our physicians and working together toward
deeper integration and wholeness. n

We’re Working to Cure Blindness.
About 400 Million People in the World
Cannot See.
We have worked for over 30 years to
save sight...
Doing Clinical Eye Care
We’ve served over 1 Million patients, now see
about 100,000 patients a year and do almost
10,000 surgeries a year.

Adventist International
Eye Services

And Training Ophthalmologists
To serve their professional careers in underserved areas. We’ve trained over 100 capable
ophthalmologists that now serve in needy areas.

DONATE TODAY!

But We Want to Do More...

A Tax-exempt Non-profit Corp

You Can Help Us Cure Blindness.
Visit

AIES.vision to Learn More

PO Box 870, Turner, OR 97392
Phone: 541 727-1608

Family Medicine Opportunity at 15 Top U.S. Health System
but for others who don’t have a
voice and can’t afford it, we have to
fight on their behalf for a healthier
environment,” he said.
More than 98 percent of Dr.
Tan’s patients are from the Inland
Empire, where more than 300,000
children and adults have been
diagnosed with asthma. On average, the team at Loma
Linda University Health (LLUH) treats between 150 to
200 asthma patients each month.
Dr. Tan is always looking for a way to implement
cutting-edge therapies to help patients find relief. He
helped establish the interdisciplinary Comprehensive
Program for Obstructive Airway Diseases at LLUH in
2017. Dr. Tan also introduced bronchial thermoplasty to
LLUH in 2015 for patients with severe asthma. He has
performed more bronchial thermosplasty procedures
than any other physician on the West Coast.
“By God’s grace, we are putting breath back into the
breathless,” Dr. Tan said. n

Are you interested in joining an established practice with a
reputation for excellence in a beautiful and diverse community
along the coast of Lake Michigan? University Medical Specialties
(UMS) is seeking a full-time, employed family medicine physician
to join their dedicated team.
UMS is a multi-specialty practice that has faithfully served our
community for more than 30 years. The team includes three
physicians, one nurse practitioner, and a physician assistant. In
addition, UMS employs three psychologists and one psychiatric
mental health clinical nurse specialist.
A typical family medicine practice, UMS services include some
minor ambulatory procedures as well as digital x-ray and
mammography (accredited by the American College of Radiology).
The practice utilizes Epic electronic health records. Once fully
orientated and trained, patient panel will average 25 patients per
full day with outpatient hours only.

The 100 Top Hospitals® program is a
registered trademark of Truven Health
Analytics®, IBM Watson Health™.

Recruitment & Benefits Package
• Competitive market-based compensation
• Occurrence-based malpractice coverage
(No Tail Coverage Required)
• Health/life insurance
• Paid time off
• Pension
• Relocation assistance provided
in accordance with policy
• Interview expenses covered
Deanna Fulbright, DO

Family Medicine
University Medical Specialties

Southwest Michigan is one of the most affordable places to live in the state.
We offer a peaceful, relaxed quality of life, with a wide variety of outdoor and
cultural activities only 90 minutes from downtown Chicago.

Learn more, contact Chad Simcox at
csimcox@lakelandhealth.org or call (269) 985-4485
September–December 2018
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The 2018
Freshman
Welcome
Picnic

Meet Three Members of the Class of 2022

U.S. Board-Certified Doctors

A

s shadows grew on the
evening of August 1, more
than 135 incoming medical
students ventured to the
campus mall for the annual
Freshman Welcome Picnic.
Sophomore student representative, Lorie Nicholas (’21),
planned icebreaker activities
for the new students, and
more than a dozen members
of the sophomore class were
present to help welcome the
new students and lead out
in the games. All present
enjoyed burritos, watermelon,
and cookies, and about 25
door prizes were awarded to
lucky students. n

F

ollow the Alumni
Association on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/
llusmaa to view photos
and brief video clips from
student events like the
Freshman Welcome Picnic.

Now Hiring

Helena Herber (’22)
Hometown
St. Helena, CA

Sten Andersen (’22)
Hometown
Hamar, Norway

Andrew Vassantachart (’22)
Hometown
Colton, CA

College
Union College
Lincoln, Nebraska

College
Andrews University
Berrien Springs, Michigan

College
Walla Walla University
College Place, Washington

Favorite Super Hero
Wonder Woman

Favorite Super Hero
Not a fan of super heroes, but
a favorite film hero is Rocky
Balboa

Favorite Super Hero
Batman

Physician Hero
Atul Gawande
Alumni Relatives
Steven C. Herber ’86 (Father)
Donald A. Jones ’57
(Grandfather)
Raymond Herber ’57
(Grandfather)
Marilyn Joyce Herber ’58
(Grandmother)
Merrill O. Dart ’32
Alfred A. Kosky ’24

Physician Hero
Ron Paul (and his son, Rand
Paul)
Alumni Relatives
None

Physician Hero
Dad

Family Medicine
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
Pediatrician

Ophthalmologist
Ob/Gyn
Optometrist
Dermatologist

For more information, contact
hr@adventistclinic.com

®

®

Leading people to Christ through high-quality health care & education

Alumni Relatives
April Vassantachart ’18 (Sister)
Janna Vassantachart ’16 (Sister)
Anthony Yeo ’16 (Brother-in-Law)
Priscilla Luke ’07 (Cousin)
Ben Vassantachart ’85 (Father)
Benson Vassantachart ’96 (Uncle)
Bruce Vassantachart ’86 (Uncle)
Basil Vassantachart ’79-B
(Uncle)

EDDIE NGO

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™

Other Summer Events for Students
May
• Class of 2021 “After Exam
Treats” ice cream feed

June
• Class of 2019 “After Exam
Treats” ice cream feed
• Class of 2020 picked up their
new white coats at the Alumni
Association

July
• Class of 2019 received a
professional padfolio at Senior
Orientation for their senior
interviews

August
• Class of 2022 received a
sport briefcase and Student
Survival Guide to Loma Linda at
Freshman Orientation
• New residents received
Resident Survival Guide to Loma
Linda

The Student Fund is a branch of the Student Affairs Council and part of the Alumni Association, LLUSM. Its activities are
financed by your contributions and greatly appreciated by LLU medical students. For more information or to make a donation,
please contact the Alumni Association at 909-558-4633 or llusmaa@llu.edu.
14
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WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?
College savings? Paying off debt? Building a home? Retirement?
For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP®, has been helping Loma Linda University School of Medicine alumni
pursue their goals and dreams through financial planning. Eddie Ngo helps his clients with:
• Strategies to build a diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, investment related tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide you through every stage of life from birth to retirement

222 East Olive Ave. Suite #2 • Redlands, CA 92373 • Office: 909.307.1760 • eddie.ngo@edngofinancial.com
Securities offered through Sigma Financial Corporation. Member FINRA & SIPC. Fee-based investment advisory services offered
through Sigma Planning Corporation, a registered investment advisor.
September–December 2018
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UNWRITTEN CURRICULUM

The Unwritten Curriculum
The Reason for Loma Linda University
By H. Del Schutte Jr. ’84

F

orty years ago, the dean of admissions at the University of North Carolina School of Medicine
asked me why I would go across the country; expose myself to the smog, traffic, and earthquakes;
and pay 10 times their cost to attend Loma Linda University School of Medicine (LLUSM). At the

time I wasn’t totally sure of the answer. Now, 40 years
later as I enter the last half of the game, the advantages
are more clear than ever. Bill Roiter, in his book “Beyond
Work,” describes the tools that “accomplished” people
need to retire successfully. Beyond evaluating one’s financial needs, he talks about the importance of preparing
oneself physically, socially, and spiritually. While I
have always appreciated the level of academic training
I was exposed to at LLUSM, ultimately it has been the
“unwritten curriculum” that has been most unique and
helpful in all four of those areas.
My first exposure to this unwritten curriculum was as
a kid growing up in Asheville, North Carolina. There were
a number of LLUSM alumni with whom I was fortunate
enough to spend time. Besides my parents, Margie and
Harold D. Schutte ’62, David L. Jarrett ’63 and Larry L.
Kroll ’65 gave me my first exposure to orthopedics. Others
like Jack Powell ’47, O.D. MacAlpine ’40, Donald H.
Vollmer ’40, Susie Wilson, Louis C. Waller ’44-A, Claude E.
Steen ’44-A, the incomparable P.J. Moore ’44-B, and their
families demonstrated lives of such excellence, grace,
and charm I could not help growing up and wondering
what it would take to get to the same place myself. For
me, their influence certainly stacked the deck in favor of
choosing Loma Linda.
The “written” curriculum during medical school and
residency was for me remarkable. In addition to the
medical work, the unique non-clinical curriculum was
taught by “Giants”: Jack W. Provonsha ’53-A, A. Graham
Maxwell (champion of the most essential question, “Can
God be trusted?”), and the legendary Wilber Alexander,
PhD, ’93-hon—who maybe alone was worth the entire
price of admission to LLUSM! On the clinical side,
men like Virchel E. Wood ’60, Philip H. Reiswig ’61,
Leonard L. Bailey ’69, M.C. Theodore Mackett ’68, and
Louis L. Smith ’49 taught not just facts and techniques
but, more importantly, the intangible skills of how to
be confident and humble at the same time. They taught
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us all how to care enough to reach people during their
time of need, blending science and faith immaculately.
Ultimately, it was the unwritten part of their curriculum
that has been the most helpful in my life and probably
in the lives of many other of their former students and
residents. Their service-oriented approach and attitude
became the inspiration for our annual “Walk Nicaragua”

They taught us all how to care enough to reach
people during their time of need, blending science
and faith immaculately.
project. This trip to provide knee replacements for the
people of Nicaragua proves to be the most inspiring,
rewarding, and sought-after week of the year by our staff.
As much as the faculty, the “unwritten curriculum”
is determined by the students. Numerous authors have
described the invaluable influence friends have on our
success and happiness. The culture and mission of Loma
Linda University, I believe, attracts applicants with a
unique set of goals and values. For me the long-term
friendships of classmates and colleagues and the values
they represent and live by are a constant guide and source
of joy. Brad ’82 and Carla Baum, Phil Shelton ’85, Debbie
Chung Carritte ’86, Chris Molitor ’85, Wayne Smith ’84,
and so many others provided an unspoken influence and
positive example of well-lived lives far beyond their scholastic accomplishments. Their examples guide me still.
Loma Linda is recognized as one of the four “blue
zones.” For the longest time I thought this designation
was based on something that was mostly a “diet-based”
phenomena. More recently I have been impressed with
the other characteristics that have been described as
having prominence in blue zone areas, Loma Linda in
particular. “Sense of community” and a “strong faith”
now seem to play an equally important role as diet for

a healthy lifestyle—and perhaps more so! In an era
when physician burnout and even suicide are becoming
epidemic, these factors may be of greater protective value
to our well-being than we ever previously recognized.
The interest in meditation and mindfulness is exploding.
It may be that the ultimate strategy for achieving inner
peace and renewing the mind is the gift of the Sabbath.
While the rest of the world has caught up with the
optimal types of vegan or vegetarian diets and meditation
strategies, it is the value of having a day of rest which may
be the most effective approach. Thomas Friedman, in his
latest book “Thanks for Being Late,” gives an excellent
treatise on the value of taking time off and, in particular,
enjoying the rest and ritual of observing a Sabbath. This
could ultimately be viewed as one of LLUSM’s finest and
most distinctive contributions to a quality life.
It was a pleasure to hear of the interest that Patti
and Richard D. Catalano ’76-B (and the Loma Linda
Councilors) have in supporting a brand new chapel in
the Vision 2020 plans for LLU. One particular Sabbath,
when I was an orthopedic resident and feeling particularly overmatched in life (unfortunately not a rare experience for me), I attended Azure Hills Church. The pastor’s
message was something about the most likely reason we
didn’t see more results in our spiritual life was that our
prayers were brief mentions on the way out the door.
The suggestion was to spend 30 minutes a day in prayer.
I was ready to try just about anything, so I decided I
would venture into the hospital chapel before work. With
rounds at 5:30 a.m., my journey began at 5:00 a.m. For
the first few days it was such a foreign experience—either

The culture and mission of Loma Linda University, I
believe, attracts applicants with a unique set of goals and
values. For me the long-term friendships of classmates
and colleagues and the values they represent and live by
are a constant guide and source of joy.
my mind wandered or I fell asleep. After a while, though,
the experience became extremely meaningful and beneficial in some very practical but unpredictable ways. I
often wonder why I struggle to remain consistent with
the practice that was of so much benefit.
To those who knew me in medical school and during
residency all this may sound incredibly preachy and quite
unexpected. Certainly not a position I am comfortable
with or qualified for. I have often made my own journey
more difficult than it has needed to be, and my journey

has been touched by grace much more often than I have
deserved. I thank many of you for your graciousness
and encouragement! With time, however, I have found
that often other people who seem to “have it all so
easily” share many of the same struggles and challenges.
Hopefully, some of you will find this personally encouraging or helpful.
Recently I had the pleasure of listening to pastor Steve
Furtick’s message on the biblical Paul and Silas and his
thoughts on what may have been the reason they were
able to sing the songs they did during the middle of the
night in jail. It seems that Paul and Silas had spent time
learning the words and the tunes in the light of day—the
times before the crisis. Throughout my career and especially now, in the second half of life’s journey, many of
the “songs” that I hear that inspire and guide me are
the very songs that I heard during the days and years at
Loma Linda. They are the most valuable lessons from the
unwritten curriculum taught and exemplified during my
days at LLUSM by so many of you. For these lessons, I am
deeply grateful. n
I’ve listed several names; clearly the danger is omitting someone
special. It was not relatable enough without at least some names! I
can be reached at schutte.del@gmail.com.

Dr. Schutte is chief of surgery and director of
orthopedics at East Cooper Medical Center in Mt.
Pleasant, South Carolina. He is president-elect
of the Alumni Association, Loma Linda University
School of Medicine.
September–December 2018
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Engaging the Next Generation
in the Pursuit of Medicine
By Gina J. Mohr ’96

A

ccording to a report prepared for the Association of American Medical Colleges in 2015, the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services projects a shortage of 45,000 to 90,000 physicians by 2025 as the U.S. population ages and the prevalence of chronic disease increases.1 The

U.S. has begun to address this issue by increasing the
flow of physicians into the workforce by creating 11 new
medical schools between 2001 and 2011.2
Many physicians currently practicing are leaving clinical medicine behind. Some of them are suffering from
what doctors know simply by the shorthand of burnout—
loss of enthusiasm for work, feelings of cynicism, and a
low sense of personal accomplishment. Burnout is on the
rise among doctors. One study found that over half of
all U.S. physicians are experiencing it for reasons such
as long work hours and an increasing burden of bureaucratic tasks.3 With no nationally available, peer-reviewed
data on physician turnover, it’s not clear precisely how
many doctors leave because of burnout.
In a national survey of physicians across all specialties in the U.S. in 2014, nearly one in five respondents
indicated their plan to reduce practice hours within 12

Daniel R. Reichert ’88 (left) talks about his medical journey to his son,
Zachary Reichert (’20), and Gina J. Mohr ’96.
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months, and one in four said they would likely leave their
current practice within two years, report Christine A.
Sinsky, MD, and colleagues in an article published in the
November 2017 issue of the Mayo Clinic Proceedings.
Of the survey respondents, 19.8 percent planned to
switch to a part-time clinical schedule within one year,
and 26.6 percent planned to leave their current practice within the next two years through retirement (37.4
percent), pursuit of a different practice opportunity (35.2
percent), movement to an administrative position in
healthcare (9.7 percent), or switching to a different career
entirely (7.4 percent). Physicians aged 50 to 59 years were
most likely to indicate their intention to leave medicine
altogether in the next 24 months, the authors report.
With all the negative news about physicians wanting
to leave medicine, I wanted to meet with colleagues
who were not only happy to be practicing but who also
happen to have children who are currently in medical
school and find out their journey experience. I sat down
with Daniel R. Reichert ’88, medical director for family
medicine, and his son, Zachary Reichert (’20), as well as
Roger D. Woodruff ’81, chair of the department of family
medicine, and his son, Michael Woodruff ’18. I wanted to
know what sort of influence these two students’ fathers
had had on their decision to pursue clinical medicine.
I met with Dan and Zach first in December 2017 and
asked Dan why he initially went into medicine. “I’ve
always been interested in science. Even when I was a
little kid out in my backyard chasing butterflies, I was
interested in science.” But when he started working in a
grocery store in college, he really enjoyed the customer
service aspect of work and decided that medicine would
be an ideal way to combine those two interests.
Zach shared with me his first memories of talking

about medicine with his dad while driving in northern
Michigan when he was in grade school. He enjoyed
hearing the stories about his dad’s patients. Like his dad,
Zach had also been interested in science from early on but
had not considered medicine. “I wanted to differentiate
myself from my dad.” When he did a research rotation at
the Mayo Clinic and was sitting in grand rounds listening
to the different specialists talk, he remembers thinking,
“I like how they think; I like hearing about the process
that they go through in seeing patients and trying to heal
them. That kind of started the ball rolling, and I started
having more conversations with my dad.”
I asked Dan if he encouraged his son to go into medicine. “I tried to stay as neutral as possible. My desire
for both of my children—because I have a daughter in
medical school also—was to choose something they had
a passion for and that they had a love for, no matter what
that was.”
Now that Zach is into his third year, he’ll have to
start thinking about what specialty to pursue, and again,
he feels his dad has not influenced him one way or the
other about his residency choice. He does feel it has been
helpful to have someone close to him in academic medicine to know what to expect from different specialties.

Dan describes the change in charting technology
over the years. When he started out, everything was
written—history and physicals, progress notes, discharge
summaries, and all orders. Then in residency they
were able to start dictating, but it was limited to their

If we as physicians want to keep the future generation
excited about medicine and engaged in practicing good
medicine, we’re going to have to find ways to maintain
that patient-physician relationship.
discharge summaries. When he went into private practice, electronic medical records were just coming out and
were supposed to make things easier and more legible.
Although they were certainly easier to read than handwritten notes, they were not always more accurate and
seemed to add a tremendous amount of work for the
physician. Now, many practices are using scribes who
accompany the physician on their visit and do the documentation for them in real time, which the physician
then confirms. Dan believes this will help bring back the

87th Annual Postgraduate
Convention
March 1– 4, 2019 | apc.llusmaa.org

Continuing Education

Class Reunions

Scientific Poster Session

APC Gala

For more information, please call 909-558-4633 or visit apc.llusmaa.org

September–December 2018
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Roger D. Woodruff ’81 (left) and his son, Michael Woodruff ’18, engage in
conversation with Dr. Mohr as they talk about their experiences and their
path to medicine.

rewarding parts of medicine, such as patient interaction,
which is why he initially went into medicine. “When you
go home at the end of the day, and you say, ‘Wow, I did
something good. I made a difference in that person’s life,’
it’s usually the direct interaction you had rather than the
(medical) decision you made. … If we as physicians want
to keep the future generation excited about medicine and
engaged in practicing good medicine, we’re going to have
to find ways to maintain that patient-physician relationship. That’s where the reward comes from, and that’s what
prevents burnout.”
I next sat down with Roger Woodruff and his son
Michael, who was in the process of interviewing for
residency. Roger loved science, was a theology major,
and wanted to minister to people and reach their hearts.
Medicine was the logical decision for him, one he says he’s
never regretted. Growing up, Michael says he remembers
that his dad worked very hard but was always home for
the big events in his family’s life. “He would often take
Fridays off so we could go camping. He always seemed to
have a balanced life,” Michael says of his father. Michael,
too, had considered theology, as well as physician assistant
school, but finally decided on medicine. He remembers
his parents being neutral in what their children pursued.
“My goal for each of my kids was to find their path,
to find where God had called them to be, and then
encourage them in that path,” says Roger. He did not
feel compelled to either encourage or discourage their
pursuit of medicine, although he did know others who
were discouraging their kids from going into medicine.
“I felt there’s such a huge need for caring physicians that
if someone was being called to do it, that’s exactly what
they should do, no matter the administrative burden or
all the regulations that have somehow made medicine
less fun than it used to be.”
20
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Roger feels that medicine is a unique calling, one
that connects people in a special way. “I’ve had patients
open up to me in ways I’m quite confident they’ve never
opened up to anyone else.” He does worry about the EMR
(electronic medical record) getting in the way of this relationship. “I did enjoy medicine more without computers.”
He also remembers his father-in-law, who was a family
physician, and the extent of his charting being just a few
lines scribbled in a chart. Now, there are so many more
rules about coding and documentation.
Michael has decided to pursue family medicine, as he
says it includes all the things he loves about medicine—
continuity, the ability to handle any organ system, being
an advocate for patients, and being able to practice in a
wide variety of settings, including inpatient, outpatient,
and urgent care. He was encouraged to go into family
medicine by many physicians he encountered during his
education, including surgeons who told him “we need
more family doc’s.” This was in contrast to when his father
went through medical school and was sometimes asked,
“Why would you waste your career on family medicine?”
Roger is encouraged to see that this attitude has changed.
Roger does admit he went through some low points
while in private practice, and to combat his burnout and
frustrations with the rules and regulations of medicine, he
had to reconnect with why he originally went into medicine. “The people we’re serving are the same, have the same
needs, the same desires, and the same appreciation when
someone really cares and listens. That has not changed.”
So despite what the statistics might say, there are young
people who are excited and enthusiastic about pursuing
medicine and who see it as a calling and a privilege. It
might just be because they’ve had some exceptional role
models to emulate. n
Endnotes
1. Dall T, West T, Chakrabarti R, Iacobucci W. The Complexities of
Physician Supply and Demand: Projections from 2013 to 2025.
Association of American Medical Colleges; 2015. https.//www.
aamc.org/download/426242/data/ihsreportdownload.pdf.
2. Shipman SA, Jones KC, Erikson CE, Sandberg SF. Exploring
the workforce implications of a decade of medical school
expansion: variations in medical school growth and changes
in student characteristics and career plans. Acad Med. 2013; 88
(12):1904-1912.
3. Shanafelt TD, Mungo M, et al. Longitudinal Study Evaluating
the Association Between Physician Burnout and Changes in
Professional Work Effort. Mayo Clin Proc. 2016; 91 (4): 422-431.

Dr. Mohr is director of palliative medicine at Loma
Linda University Health. She is also chair of the
Student Affairs Council.

Department Report

Surgery

By Carlos A. Garberoglio, MD
Chair, Department of Surgery, LLUSM

including former trainees of the surgery residency
program. Recently, the trauma program achieved Level 1
status by the American College of Surgeons, making LLU
one of only 13 institutions in the entire state with that
designation. As the only Level 1 trauma center serving
the San Bernardino, Mono, and Inyo counties on the
western border of the Mojave Desert, its catchment area
spans over 30,000 square miles. Of the 3,500 adult and
pediatric trauma patients treated at our facilities last year,
nearly 20 percent originated from hospitals within this
region transferring patients to us for a higher level of care.

Surgical Oncology

T

he Loma Linda University (LLU) Department
of Surgery has grown from 15 to 41 faculty
members in the last few years. It is

composed of six divisions: general surgery, acute care
surgery, surgical oncology, pediatric surgery, transplant
surgery, and vascular surgery.

General Surgery

In the past year, general surgery has grown to six full-time
surgeons, all fellowship-trained in minimally invasive
surgery, including advanced robotic-assisted surgery.
Three of them are also bariatric surgeons. They perform
the bulk of the elective general surgery volume at LLU
Medical Center. The division’s research activity this year
has produced 19 publications/presentations at national
meetings and secured two educational/research grants.

Bariatric Surgery

The bariatric surgery program has grown over the years
and now performs more than 250 procedures a year (inpatient and outpatient). It holds the designation of comprehensive bariatric center, the highest level of accreditation
under the Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Accreditation
and Quality Improvement Program. The program has
also been designated a Blue Center of Distinction by
Blue Shield for its volume and quality care. We have also
obtained bariatric coverage for those patients covered by
Risk Management. Almost 35 percent of bariatric cases
performed at Loma Linda are revision cases.

Acute Care Surgery

Under the leadership of David Turay, MD, the division of
acute care surgery has grown to nine full-time surgeons,

The division of surgical oncology consists of 10 faculty
members and is led by Maheswari Senthil, MD. Dr.
Senthil also directs the fellowship program, which has
seen monumental success in recent years. Several clinical
programs of the division are recognized as topnotch in
the region, in particular the peritoneal surface malignancy program, also led by Dr. Senthil. Research efforts
have increased multifold in the last few years. Extensive
collaboration with epidemiologist and basic science
faculty has led to significant publications.

Breast Health Center

Since 2017, breast cancer patients have received care at the
Breast Health Center, a combined medical and surgical
oncology clinic with shared navigation services operating
under Loma Linda Cancer Center’s first organ-specific care model. Approximately 200 new breast cancer
patients are seen annually in this seamless approach to

In the past year, general surgery has grown to
six full-time surgeons, all fellowship-trained in
minimally invasive surgery, including advanced
robotic-assisted surgery.
integrated care that offers patients access to a portfolio of
eight prospective clinical trials. The center is directed by
Sharon Lum, MD, associate professor of surgery.

Colorectal Surgery

The colorectal surgery program is run by Fabrizio Luca,
MD, and Elizabeth Raskin, MD. Technological innovation is one of its main strengths, and minimally invasive
surgical procedures and robotic-assisted surgery are
performed routinely. The program has been working
(Continued on page 22)
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Surgery
Faculty Spotlight:
David S. Turay, MD

Department Report: Surgery
(Continued from page 21)

on the implementation of an enhanced recovery after
surgery protocol and will be the first surgery program to
launch the program in August 2018.

Pediatric Surgery

The division of pediatric surgery is comprised of three
pediatric surgeons and led by Donald C. Moores ’87,
division chief and medical director of pediatric trauma
services. In addition to their academic duties, the three
surgeons perform approximately 1,600 operations per
year, providing broad clinical experience for our fourth
pediatric surgery fellow. We are pleased that our first
three fellows were all recruited to excellent academic
positions at the University of Michigan and in Greenville,
North Carolina. Anticipating our new hospital opening
in 2020, we have hired two additional pediatric surgeons
who will be starting this fall.
We are excited that the American College of Surgeons
22
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D

r. Turay became the chief of the division of acute care
surgery and medical director of trauma services in
July 2015. He is a native of Sierra Leone, in West Africa,
and earned his medical degree from the University
of Montemorelos School of Medicine in Mexico. He
completed general surgery residency training at Loma
Linda University (LLU) Medical Center and a fellowship
in critical care at Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School. During his “free” time, he
earned his PhD in human anatomy at LLU.
When he became chief of acute care, Dr. Turay’s goal
for the division was to become verified by the American
College of Surgeons as a Level I Trauma Center, which it
has. An example of the impact Dr. Turay and his team has
had on the community is their response to the December
2015 mass shooting in San Bernardino. The tragic event
resulted in the death of 14 innocent neighbors and
fellow citizens, with another 22 wounded. Five of the
most seriously wounded with major hemorrhaging were
brought to LLUMC.
There Dr. Turay led the acute care surgery team,
including those at home that day and additional
members of the greater department of surgery, in
performing major surgeries on the five patients, all of
whom eventually made it home to their loved ones. This
outstanding work was noticed by entities such as the
California legislature, resulting in distinguished personal
and institutional awards. n

has verified LLU Children’s Hospital as a Level 1 Pediatric
Trauma Center. With the growth of the division, we
anticipate resuming our outreach clinics in Murrieta,
Riverside, and possibly San Antonio.

Transplant Surgery

In the division of transplant surgery, abdominal transplant volumes have increased tremendously in the last
three years. In 2017, a record 62 liver, 195 kidney, and 11
pancreas transplants were performed by surgeons in the
Transplant Institute. This year at the time of writing, we
have performed 49 liver, 114 kidney, and five pancreas
transplants and are on track to exceed last year’s volume.
Two transplant surgeons joined the team in 2017, bringing
our total to six. In addition, a transplant hepatologist and
transplant nephrologist will be joining us in September.

Vascular Surgery

With innovation and experience treating all types of
vascular disorders, the division of vascular surgery has
led the way in the Inland Empire in pioneering mini-

Surgery
Faculty Spotlight:
Maheswari Senthil, MD

D

r. Maheswari (Magi) Senthil earned her medical
degree at Madurai Medical College in Tamilnadu,
India, and went on to complete her general surgery
residency at the University of Medicine and Dentistry
of New Jersey. Carlos Garberoglio, MD, met Dr. Senthil
when she was training at City of Hope as a surgical
oncology fellow and knew right away she was outstanding
and unique. When he became chair of the surgery
department, he immediately began recruiting her.
Three years after Dr. Senthil came to Loma Linda,
Mark E. Reeves ’92 and Dr. Garberoglio tasked her with
starting a complex general surgical oncology fellowship.
After her careful planning and evaluation, countless
hours meticulously preparing the application for accreditation by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education, and the guidance of Drs. Reeves and Daniel W.
Giang ’83 (associate dean, graduate medical education),
she received the initial accreditation with commendation, which is an achievement by itself. During that time,
we offered Dr. Senthil the opportunity to become chief
of surgical oncology, an opportunity she embraced in
spite of the demands and pressure that came with it. She
mally invasive techniques to treat complex acute and
chronic diseases of the aorta and the peripheral vascular
system. Under the leadership of Ahmed Abou-Zamzam,
MD, the division contributes to academic meetings on
the regional, national, and international level and participates in several multi-center clinical trials. The residency
program continues to attract outstanding candidates
nationally. This year the division is adding a new faculty
member, Kristyn A. Mannoia ’11.

Education, Training, and Research

The clerkship program for junior and senior medical
students is directed by Nephtali R. Gomez ’04. It has been
updated to include online content and added rotations,
such as transplant surgery and burn ICU. In 2018, seven
of the 13 LLU medical students who matched into general
surgery matched to LLU.
Jukes P. Namm ’05 has recently been appointed
director of the general surgery residency program
following 12 years of leadership by Mark E. Reeves ’92.
The program has 47 residents.

aspires to lead with pride, respect, and integrity.
Since Dr. Senthil’s appointment as chief, the surgical
oncology division has become one of the most successful
divisions in Loma Linda University Health. It has grown
to consist of 10 full-time faculty members, all leaders
in their respective fields and dedicated teachers. Her
vision is to lead the division to be nationally recognized
for the clinical work, education, and research of the
devoted faculty. n
We believe surgical education is trending toward
fellowships. Our pediatric and vascular surgery fellowships are running strongly. We have just graduated
the first fellow from both the complex general surgical
oncology fellowship and the minimally invasive and
bariatric surgery fellowship. The first fellow from our
recently developed global surgery fellowship will be
graduating this year.
The department’s academic development and research
is healthy. We have published around 100 papers in the
past year. A recently renovated clinical lab in the medical
center research wing will have a PhD lab coordinator and
a few research associate fellows, with enough room for
wet lab activities. Two fully endowed chairs and other
research funds total about $3.5 million. Overall, surgical
services performed more than 1,000 robotic cases in
2017, and our department alone was responsible for
about 50 percent of the total. n
(See the full article online: www.llusmaa.org/news/16793.)
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Department Report

Radiation
Medicine

By Jerry D. Slater ’82
Chair, Department of Radiation
Medicine, LLUSM

A

lthough the department of radiation
medicine is known for its leadership in
proton-beam therapy, which it pioneered

in the hospital setting nearly 30 years ago, it delivers
full-service radiotherapy, including external-beam
photon and proton treatments and intracavitary radiation. The department is staffed by seven attending radiation oncologists, assisted by several residents, nurses, and
support personnel. It executes active programs of basic,
translational, and clinical research aimed at improving
patient care by ionizing radiation.
Proton treatment began at Loma Linda University
Health (LLUH) in 1990. The LLUH facility, the world’s first
hospital-based proton treatment center, was for a decade
the only such center in the nation; it established operational feasibility and set the model for others. According
to the Particle Therapy Co-operative Group (PTCOG),
today 27 proton centers operate in the United States, with
another 10 in construction or planning stages. Worldwide
(including U.S. totals), 82 proton centers are in operation, with 45 more in planning or construction. Clearly,
national and international interest and use of protons has
grown dramatically since the LLUH center opened. This
growth is further testified to by attendance at international
PTCOG meetings; today, annual attendance is in the low
thousands, whereas it was in the low hundreds in 1990.
Proton therapy is growing rapidly, owing primarily to
pioneering work done at Loma Linda. This growth is borne
out not only by overall totals, but by the support of proton
therapy by major cancer centers worldwide. The James M.
Slater, MD, Proton Treatment and Research Center has the
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largest proton therapy experience in the world; more than
20,000 patients, representing more than 240 tumor sites,
have been treated with protons at LLUH.
In recent years, the department has investigated
expanding the role of protons in difficult-to-treat tumors
and reducing costs. For example, department-initiated
protocols are underway to study protons in combination
therapy of pancreatic and esophageal cancers as well as
liver metastases; protons reduce the volume of normaltissue damage, which may enhance the overall therapeutic ratio. Recent studies of vertebral-body-sparing
craniospinal proton radiation for medulloblastoma in
very young children demonstrated no increase in severe
spinal abnormalities, potentially reducing toxicity and
the risk of secondary malignancy and improving adult
height. Hypofractionation studies, in which a biologically equivalent total dose of protons is delivered in fewer
fractions, have been done for early stage lung cancer,
hepatocellular carcinoma (for which proton radiation
is currently being compared with transarterial chemoembolization in a randomized clinical trial), and early
stage breast cancer. Results thus far reveal no reduction
in disease control and no increase in side effects. Similar
studies in early stage prostate cancer reveal a similar
outcome, according to preliminary data. Fewer fractions
can result in significantly lower treatment costs. The
department has been involved in developing a multi-institutional clinical trial comparing standard-fractionation
protons to hypofractionated protons or intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). This study involving
3,000 patients, with the University of Florida as primary
investigator and LLU as a co-investigator, was recently
funded through a grant from Patient-Centered Outcomes
Research Institute (PCORI) for over $11 million.
These clinical research outcomes have been reported
regularly in the professional peer-reviewed literature, as
have been the results of basic science investigations. In
the latter, department investigators conduct research in
two broad areas: radiobiology and physics. For example,
investigators are studying duocarmycin SA, a potent
antitumor antibiotic, as a sensitizer of proton-irradiated
glioblastoma cells. Physics studies concentrate on various
means to further refine proton therapy, such as techniques
for immobilizing patients, magnetic focusing of proton
beams for small-field radiotherapy and radiosurgery, evaluating mathematical algorithms for patient alignment, and
evaluating the dosimetric properties of a diode detector for
small-field proton applications with the support of a grant
from the Del Webb Foundation. In all research endeavors,
the department pursues an active program of submitting
studies for publication and, in the past five years, has
published an average of 10 papers annually. n

Radiation Medicine
Faculty Spotlight:
David A. Bush ’92

D

D

r. Bush completed his internship and radiation oncology residency
at Loma Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC). He is
professor and James M. Slater Chair for Proton Therapy Research in
the department and has served as chief of thoracic radiation oncology
since 2001. He also serves the department as chairman of the operations
committee and as vice chairman and director of clinical affairs and
is medical director of radiation oncology at LLUMC–Murrieta. He
directed the residency program from 2003 to 2014 and still maintains
an active interest in the continuing education of residents.
Dr. Bush has led the department’s investigations of hypofractionated proton therapy, which is delivering needed total tumor doses
in fewer fractions than conventional proton schedules. The highly
controllable dose distributions of proton-beam treatment permit this,
enabling, in theory, required doses to be delivered to the tumor while
minimizing radiation to normal tissues, thus reducing overall treatment times and costs. Dr. Bush began these investigations in 1994 and
since then has conducted studies of hypofractionation for lung, hepatocellular, and breast cancers, all of them yielding results indicating
that hypofractionation does maintain prior control and survival rates
while continuing to minimize side effects. These studies paved the
way for others; at this writing, a study of hypofractionated treatment
of early-stage prostate cancer is maturing, with interim outcomes
paralleling those of earlier investigations. Dr. Bush’s pioneering and
ongoing work thus has continued LLU Health’s leadership in the use
of proton radiation for cancer management. n

r. Yang serves the department as professor, Del E. Webb Chair,
and director of the residency program. His excellence as a
clinician, educator, and researcher has been distinguished by the
Loma Linda University Physician Recognition Award in 2016 and
the Student/Faculty Research Award of the Walter E. Macpherson
Society in 2017. These honors reflect the esteem with which he is
held by the University in all three endeavors.
In addition to his academic and clinical responsibilities, Dr. Yang
serves as editor-in-chief of the Journal of Gastrointestinal Oncology
and as associate editor of the Journal of Thoracic Disease. He has
published more than 170 journal articles, abstracts, and book chapters. He also has been on committees for the American Society for
Radiation Oncology, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network,
the Particle Therapy Co-Operative Group, and the Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group and has served as an oral board examiner
for the American Board of Radiology.
Dr. Yang is a leader in the department’s efforts to use proton and
photon radiotherapy for several difficult-to-treat cancers, including
those of the esophagus, stomach, pancreas, rectum, and liver metastases, as well as lymphoma and sarcoma. He is conducting several
clinical trials investigating whether protons, by limiting dosage to
normal structures near these tumors, can improve the overall therapeutic ratio by delivering highly precise doses to tumors and reducing
radiation damage to healthy tissues, thus increasing the effectiveness
of combined measures such as surgery and target agents. n

Radiation Medicine
Faculty Spotlight:
Gary Y. Yang, MD
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1

2

1. Richard H. Hart, DrPH, ’70, president of
Loma Linda University (LLU) Health,
welcomes everyone to the School of
Medicine commencement ceremony on
May 27, 2018.
2. Oluwatosin Fawibe ’18 and Aldane
Hoilett ’18 march up the aisle to their
seats.
3. James Lynch ’18 holds his daughter as
his parents and wife, Ashley, hood him
at the Friday evening hooding ceremony.
Eleven children were born to graduates
during medical school, and they received
silver commemorative cups from
H. Roger Hadley ’74, dean of the School
of Medicine, and his wife, Donna.
4. Sidney Lakusta-Wong ’18 accepts her
diploma from Dr. Hadley, dean of the
School of Medicine.

3

5. Joshua Wendt ’18 performs the guitar
during the School of Medicine baccalaureate service at the LLU Church on
Sabbath.
6. Family and friends gathered to
meet their graduates this year at
the University quadrangle due to
construction at the LLU Church.

Graduation
2018
What does the future hold?
By Amy C. Hayton ’04

W
4
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5

hen I talk with colleagues about the future of
medicine, many respond with fear, uncertainty,
doubt, or even regret. Medical students, on the other hand,
inspire me to have hope. Graduates, I hope you see how
powerful you are to change the future of medicine. Though
you may face the pressure of changing insurance structures,
less time for connection with patients, and more oversight
of your practice, I pray you will recognize the innovative,
creative, and efficient solutions that have been given to you
by God, grown through your experiences.
My favorite moments as a teacher are when I get to see
a student recognize who they really are; the strengths that
have been stifled by failure or uncertainty come to the
surface, and I glimpse their full potential. When you are
faced with the struggle and temptation to see medicine as
simply a means to a paycheck, remember the greater joy
that comes from knowing you are an instrument of God’s
love to others. “Living within you is the Christ who floods
you with the expectation of glory! This mystery of Christ,
embedded within us, becomes a heavenly treasure chest
of hope filled with the riches of glory for his people, and
God wants everyone to know it!” (Colossians 1:27, The
Passion Translation).

My prayer is that you recognize that Christ in you
can bring freedom to your patients, not only healing of
disease but also access to a life of wholeness. You bring
His presence into each hospital ward, clinic room, OR,
and ED that you enter. When we recognize that He that is
in us is greater than he that is in the world (1 John 4:4), we
join with the Creator of the universe to guide patients
back to healing, and in the process He guides us back to
our calling and our purpose.
What if we believed we could change the system to
decrease physician burnout? What if we believed we could
change our community and our world? Our God is bigger
than the changing medical system, and He has seated
us with Christ in heavenly places where we get access to
heavenly ideas and solutions. Let us see medicine through
His perspective, listen to His voice, and carry His presence. May we daily recognize who goes before us and who
equips us to shape the future of this healing profession. n
Dr. Hayton is an internist at the Loma Linda VA and
director of the Internal Medicine Clerkship and the
Learning Communities Program at Loma Linda. She was
recently selected School of Medicine Teacher of the Year.
September–December 2018
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Military Commissioning Ceremony

A

fter receiving their medical diplomas at
the School of Medicine commencement
ceremony May 27, four graduates made their
way to the nearby Randall Amphitheater to
be commissioned and promoted as officers in
the U.S. Military as part of the annual Military
Commissioning and Promotion Ceremony.
Pictured are the four graduates and three
faculty members in attendance. From left they
are Army Lt. Col. Gregory Guldner, MD, associate professor of emergency medicine; Army
Capts. Isaiah Horton ’18 and Brett Kaplan ’18;
retired Navy Capt. Richard E. Chinnock ’82,
chair of pediatrics; Air Force Capt. Alesha
Heinz ’18; Navy Lt. Kelton Messinger ’18; and
Air Force Maj. Lynda Daniel-Underwood.

Leonard L. Bailey ’69 (center) is recognized by Loma Linda University (LLU) Health with the Lifetime Service Award for his
four decades of leadership and research in infant heart transplantation. Awards were presented by H. Roger Hadley ’74, dean
of the School of Medicine, Richard H. Hart, DrPH, ’70, president of LLU Health, and Ronald L. Carter, provost of LLU.

Seven graduates of the School of Dentistry also took part in the
program, which was organized this year by Dr. Chinnock. n

T

he following awards were presented to members of the Alumni Association, School of Medicine of Loma Linda
University during the 2018 School of Medicine commencement ceremony unless noted otherwise.

Student Awards

M

School of Medicine Distinguished Service Award:

embers of the Class of 2018 received the following
awards and recognitions during their time in
medical school. (Due to the number of alumni names
and awardees, they do not appear in alumni bold.)

•
•

School of Medicine Awards
Wife and husband duo, Alice ’18 and Kevin Ing ’18, received
the Department of Psychiatry Benjamin Kovitz award from
department chair, William G. Murdoch ’73-B.

Emergency Medicine
Society for Academic Emergency Medicine:
Daniel S. Udrea
Brent Bills “Pat on the Back” Award: Anna L. Yap

Alumni Association of Loma Linda University-Herber
Award: Jason D. Kim, Anne E. Kornkven, Edward H.
Lee, Brittanya A. Limone, Logan A. Villarreal, Clara Vu

Gynecology/Obstetrics (Harold F. Ziprick ’37):
Victoria S. Haase

Department Awards
Anesthesiology (Bernard D. Briggs ’40):
Colin M. Garner
28

•

Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society: Elena L. Chan, Eun
K. Dong, Matthew A. Dopp, Alexander N. Erskine, Ethan
D. Frank, Duncan L. Heyliger, Michelle E. Imperio,
Cassandra L. Johnson, Jason D. Kim, Lydia Kim,
Raymond Krause, Andrew R. Kutzner, Tessa J. Lamberton,
Edward H. Lee, Brittanya A. Limone, Vivian Y. Lin,
Deanna Lo, David Macias, Carolyn F. Pearce, Brandon
S. Peplinski, Cayde Ritchie, Luke A. Spear, Morgan J.
Stephan, April K. Vassantachart, Clara Vu, Jacob A. West

Class of 1990 Heart for Service Award: Carolyn F. Pearce
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Philip Gold, MD, ’01-fac, vice chair and professor
of medicine (photo: right, top left)
Siegmund Teichman ’68, professor of medicine
(photo: right, top right)

University Lifetime Service Award:

President’s Award: Ethan D. Frank
Wil Alexander Whole Person Care Award: Alice Ing

LLUSM Alumni Awards

Family Medicine (Walter P. Ordelheide ’54):
Carolyn F. Pearce, Jacob A. West

Medicine
Daniel D. Comstock 1906-AMMC: Brandon S. Peplinski
Donald E. Griggs ’24: Laura J. Oppegard
Harold J. Hoxie ’33: Christelle Miot, Carolyn F. Pearce
Varner J. Johns Jr. ’45: Daniel R. Bianchi, Anastasia
H. Haddad
(Continued on page 29)

•

Leonard L. Bailey ’69, distinguished professor of
cardiothoracic surgery and pediatrics
Ernest S. Zane ’56, associate professor of
ophthalmology (photo: right, bottom)

University Community Engagement Award

(School of Nursing Commencement Ceremony)
• Kenneth W. Hart ’69, medical director of Social
Action Community Norton Clinic, and his wife,
Dynnette E. Hart, DrPH, associate dean emerita
(retired) of the School of Nursing n
(Continued from page 28)
Neurology (Guy Hunt): Jennifer P. Pauldurai
AAN Medical Student Prize for Excellence
in Neurology: Morgan J. Stephan
Orthopaedic Surgery (Philip H. Reiswig ’61):
Andrew R. Kutzner
Pediatrics (Robert F. Chinnock ’44-A): Allyssa E. Dann

Distinguished Student in Preventive Medicine:
Stephanie Looi
Psychiatry (Benjamin Kovitz): Alice Ing, Kevin Ing
Distinguished Student in Radiology: Raymond Krause
Surgery (David B. Hinshaw Sr. ’47): Alison S. Wong
Urology (Roger W. Barnes ’22): Sidney L. Lakusta-Wong n

September–December 2018
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THE GRADUATING

CLASS OF

2018
Class Office

First-year Residency Program
First-year Residency Location
Residency Program
Residency Location (State)
Undergrad School

CM = College of Medicine
MC = Medical Center
MS = Medical School
U = University
UC = University of California

Residency information and data for the class stats were provided by the LLU School of
Medicine Office of Records and Student Services. We have done our best to correctly
list it all. Graduates, you can update your information at www.llusmaa.org. –Eds.

R. Nicole Spady
Pastor

Obstetrics and Gynecology
LLU Medical Center
Walla Walla University
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Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Hector Almanzar-Ramos

Emily Assavapisitkul

Jonathan Baker

Carly Barruga

Catalino Bautista III

Daniel Bianchi

Romeo Bilugan

Jessica Blaza

Kasi Bodiford

Kelcie Brown

Obstetrics and Gynecology
U of Texas MS–Houston
Oakwood University

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Universidad Adventista
de las Antillas

Family Medicine
U of Texas Southwestern
Medical School–Dallas
Pacific Union College

Neurology
U of Cincinnati Med Center
Oakwood University

Pediatrics
Children’s Hospital LA
Walla Walla University

Surgery–Prelim
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
Diagnostic Radiology
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Internal Medicine
Cleveland Clinic Fdn (OH)
Skidmore College

Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UC Riverside

Transitional
Kettering Medical Center (OH)
Wright State University

Family Medicine
Scripps Mercy Hospital–
Chula Vista (CA)
California Baptist University

Family Medicine
U of Florida College of
Medicine–Shands Hospital
Burman University

Daniel Udrea

Anna Yap

Victoria Magloire

Alison Wong

Leslie Bruce

Faith Calaminos

Alvin Cardona

Michael A. Castello

Elena Chan

Emergency Medicine
UCLA Medical Center
UC Berkeley

Pediatrics
Vanderbilt U Med Center (TN)
Oakwood University

General Surgery
LLU Medical Center
UC Irvine

Family Medicine
Florida Hospital–Orlando
U of Central Florida

Sisi Bu

Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Kettering College of Med Arts

Joshua Genstler

Mélissa Charles

Alix Chen

Timothy Chen

Jee Hwan Choi

Brian Chou

Brian Chung

President

Stephanie Gondra-Sanabria Allyssa Dann
Community Service Coord

Kelcie Alexander

Medicine–Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

KEY

Name

The
Class
Officers

Jonathon Ahn

Historian

Pediatrics
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Vice President

Logan Villarreal

Tech Rep/Alumni Rep

Family Medicine
Providence Sacred Heart
Medical Center (WA)
Walla Walla University

Social Vice President

Raymond Krause
Senator

Transitional
Kettering Medical Center (OH)
Diagnostic Radiology
U of Florida CM–Shands Hosp
Southern Adventist University

Secretary/Treasurer

Senator

Internal Medicine
Providence Health (OR)
U of Washington–Seattle

Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Oakwood University

Anesthesiology
UC Irvine Medical Center
UCLA

Internal Medicine
Scripps Mercy Hospital–
San Diego
Baylor University

Family Medicine
Providence St. Peter Hosp (WA)
Burman University

Neurology
Kaiser Permanente–LA
UC San Diego

Family Medicine
Natividad Medical Center (CA)
Griggs University

Anesthesiology
U of Southern California
Burman University

Child Neurology
UC San Diego Medical Center
U of Maryland,
Baltimore County

Medicine–Prelim
Legacy Emanuel/Good
Samaritan (OR)
Radiation Oncology
Loyola University MC (IL)
U of Washington–Seattle

Obstetrics and Gynecology
LLU Medical Center
UC San Diego

Anesthesiology
UC Irvine Medical Center
UC San Diego

September–December 2018
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Richard Chyan

Physical Medicine & Rehab
LLU Medical Center
Baylor University

Robert Cole

Pediatrics
LLU Medical Center
Southwestern University

Kathia Cordero-Cabán
Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
U of Puerto Rico at
Mayagüez

Ariana Cunningham
Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Daniel DeBardeleben

Family Medicine
Valley Baptist Med Center (TX)
Kettering College of Med Arts

Megan Dickson

Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UCLA

Ethan Frank

Otolaryngology
LLU Medical Center
Biola University

Andrew Fukuda

Psychiatry
Butler Hospital/Brown
University (RI)
La Sierra University

Colin Garner

Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Anesthesiology
Ohio State University MC
Southern Adventist University

Dr. Udrea is flanked by his proud parents, Anca R. Udrea ’88
and Petre Udrea, MD, with Dr. Hadley on the right.

From the Class President
By Daniel Udrea ’18

I
Daniel Ding

Kathleen Dixon

Paige Dobalian

Daniel Dobroskay

Pathology
LLU Medical Center
Harvard University

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Eun Kyu Dong

General Surgery
U of Illinois CM–Chicago
UC Irvine
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Ryan Gil

Vadim Gospodarev

Chelsi Green

Shannon Greenberg

Victoria Haase

Anastasia Haddad

(Page 30) Mélissa Charles ’18 stands ready to march down the aisle for the commencement
ceremony. Elena Chan ’18 peeks from behind.

General Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Michael Downes

Alesha Heinz

Luke Heyliger

Jonathan Hodgkin

Family Medicine
Florida State University CM
Samford University

Pediatrics
LLU Medical Center
Burman University

Matthew Dopp

Transitional
Riverside Community Hospital
Diagnostic Radiology
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Internal Medicine
U of Utah Affiliated Hospitals
La Sierra University

(Above) Lauren Kim ’18 and Lydia Kim ’18 display their new diplomas.

Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Oakwood University

Bogdan Dumitriu

Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
UC Berkeley

Alex Erskine

Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Tosin Fawibe

General Surgery
Riverside Community Hospital
Chamberlain College
of Nursing

Surgery
O’Callaghan Federal MC
Pacific Union College

UC San Diego

Obstetrics and Gynecology
LLU Medical Center
Point Loma Nazarene
University

Child Neurology
U of Utah Affiliated Hospitals
Colorado State University

Internal Medicine
Cedars-Sinai Med Center (CA)
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Internal Medicine
UC Irvine Medical Center
Walla Walla University

Internal Medicine
U of Utah Affiliated Hospitals
Pacific Union College

hope this past month and a half has been a blessing for
you and your patients. For all of us, it’s been a whirlwind
of learning. The amount of new information is incredibly
overwhelming and can easily distract us from our Godgiven mission to make our patients whole. As such, I
reflect on my message from graduation day in hopes that
it will remind us to support the students with whom we
work, care for our patients’ families, and guard our souls.
The first piece of advice was to “never forget where we
came from.” While our focus remains our patients, we
now have added responsibilities that result in significantly
more work than we imagined possible. My point is this:
it’s easy to forget about those beneath us on the metaphorical totem pole. Take time to engage the medical students
in what you’re doing. This will yield more interested and
helpful students and better care for your patients.
Second: “Treat the family, not just the patient.” We all
agree the patient needs our focus and attention. Sharing
information with family members is important to ensure
that the patient will continue to convalesce adequately at
home. Sometimes that means spending extra time with the
family to ensure they understand discharge instructions.
Other times that means crying and praying with the family
when their loved one didn’t make it.
Third: “Seek balance.” You’re probably struggling to
maintain balance right now—it’s hard to work out; eat well;
and spend time with friends, family, and, most importantly, God, after a long day at work. It’s easy to say “just
make time” for these things, but it really is good advice. Do
your best to spend some time apart from medicine in order
to cultivate your own wellness.
Finally, I encourage you to be on the lookout for your
colleagues. Do not ignore calls for help. Check in with your
peers. Together, we thrive.
God bless you on your individual journeys. I hope to
see all of you in the future. n
September–December 2018
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The Class of 2018

By the Numbers
151 Total MD graduates
70 Female graduates (46%)
81 Male graduates (53%)
25 Married (2 to classmates)
11 Children born during med school
Top Specialties

34
23
11
8

Aldane Hoilett

Isaiah Horton

Michelle Imperio

Alice Ing

Justin Kim

Elissa Kim

Jason Kim

Kevin Kim

Lauren Kim

Lydia Kim

Kevin Ing

Alan Iwahashi

Elizabeth Janevski

Daniel Japas

Adam Koch

Anne Kornkven

Lucyna Krzywon

Andrew Kutzner

Dean LaBarba

Sidney Lakusta-Wong

Internal Medicine
Hofstra Northwell SM (NY)
Indiana University–Purdue
University Fort Wayne

Internal Medicine
Walter Reed National
Military Medical Hospital
Andrews University

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Psychiatry
UC Irvine Medical Center
Yale University

Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–Fontana
UCLA

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Occidental College

Transitional
Riverside Community Hospital
Andrews University

Medicine–Prelim
St. Mary’s Medical Center (CA)
Diagnostic Radiology
LLU Medical Center
Washington U in St. Louis

Family Medicine
UCLA Medical Center
Pomona College

Psychiatry
UC Irvine Medical Center
UCLA

Internal Medicine (23%)
Family Medicine (15%)
Emergency Medicine (7%)
Tie: Pediatrics, Anesthesiology (5%)

Top Residency Locations

52
7
6
5
4

LLUMC (34%)
Riverside Community Hospital (5%)
UC Irvine Medical Center (4%)
Kettering Medical Center (3%)

Psychiatry
UC Irvine Medical Center
Yale University

UCLA Medical Center (3%)

Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–
San Francisco
Southern Adventist University

Emergency Medicine
Florida Hospital–Orlando
Southern Adventist University

Internal Medicine
UC Riverside Sch of Medicine
Southwestern Adventist
University

(as specified by students)

Asian or Pacific Islander (36%)
Black Non-Hispanic (11%)
Hispanic (7%)
White Non-Hispanic (40%)
Multiple Ethnicities (6%)

Gregory Jeon

Cassandra Johnson

Brett Kaplan

Jesse Keeler

Cady Kennedy

Eric Khau

Brian Kim

Byung Kim

Family Medicine
Riverside Community Hospital
Southern Adventist University

Dermatology
Southern Illinois University Sch
of Med & Affiliated Hosps
Union College

Transitional Year
Tripler Army Medical Center
La Sierra University

Emergency Medicine
Internal Medicine
Not disclosed
From left, Robert Cole ’18, Ariana
Cunningham ’18, Allyssa Dann ’18, and Daniel Memorial Health System (OH) Riverside Community Hospital
Andrews University
UC Irvine
DeBardeleben ’18 smile for the camera.
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Medicine–Pediatrics
Maine Medical Center
U of Alaska Fairbanks

General Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Orthopaedic Surgery
Spectrum Health/Michigan
State University
Andrews University

Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–LA
Westmont College

Pediatrics
LLU Medical Center
Burman University

Graduates enter the
family meeting area
after the ceremony.

Ethnic Origin

55
16
11
60
9

Internal Medicine
Mayo Clinic Sch of Graduate
Medical Education (MN)
U of Nebraska–Lincoln

Internal Medicine
Boise VA Medical Center (ID)
Northwest Nazarene
University

Internal Medicine
Cambridge Health
Alliance (MA)
La Sierra University

GRADUATION 2018

Stacia Lam

Tessa Lamberton

Joy Launio

Brian Lee

Christine Lee

Christopher Lee

Edward Lee

Jeffrey Lee

Aaron Lerner

Medicine–Prelim/Neurology
Oregon Health & Science U
Neurology
Oregon Health & Science U
Howard University

Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Claremont McKenna College

Medicine–Prelim
Santa Barbara Cottage
Hospital (CA)
Brown University

General Surgery
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Surgery–Prelim
Maimonides Med Center (NY)
Pacific Union College

J.C. Lynch

Matthew MacDonald

David Macias

Zachary McCarty

Kelton Messinger

Christelle Miot

Garrett Lui ’18 (center) is congratulated by his father, Paul D. Lui ’84
(right), and grandfather, Percy T. Lui ’55 (left), after receiving his
diploma.

Tyler Miskin

Hannah Myers

Mayline Nambela-Barlow

Ziphezinhle Ncube

Allen Nedley

Claire Nelson

Brittanya Limone

Daniel J. No

Laura Oppegard

Kunal Patel

Jennifer Pauldurai

Carolyn Pearce

Brandon Peplinski

Psychiatry
LLU Medical Center
Burman University

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Central Michigan University
College of Medicine
Andrews University

Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center (OH)
UC San Diego

Internal Medicine
U of North Carolina Hospitals
UC Berkeley

Medicine–Prelim
Riverside Community Hospital
Dermatology
LLU Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

(Left) The moment of
diploma handoff: David
Macias ’18 receives his
diploma from the dean,
H. Roger Hadley ’74, while
the senior association
dean for medical school
education, Tamara M.
Shankel ’88, looks on and
the stage photographer
snaps his shot.
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Vivian Yi Lin

Pediatrics
UCLA Medical Center
UCLA

Deanna Lo

Internal Medicine
U of Southern California
Pacific Union College

Interventional Radiology
LLU Medical Center
Brigham Young University

Medicine–Prelim
Olive View–UCLA Med Center
Dermatology
Kaiser Permanente–LA
UC Irvine

Family Medicine
UC Riverside Sch of Medicine
La Sierra University

Transitional
Steward Carney Hospital (MA)
Diagnostic Radiology
Hofstra Northwell SM–Staten
Island University
Walla Walla University

Internal Medicine
Oregon Health & Science U
UC Santa Barbara

Otolaryngology
Medical University of
South Carolina
Olympic College

Family Medicine
Riverside Community
Hospital
La Sierra University

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Proud alumni family members line up prior to marching
to their special seats at the side of the stage where they will
greet their graduates after they’ve received their diplomas.

Stephanie Looi

Family Med/Preventive Med
LLU Medical Center
La Sierra University

Garrett Lui

Medicine–Prelim
LLU Medical Center
Physical Medicine & Rehab
Tufts Medical Center (MA)
UC Santa Barbara

Emergency Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Surgery–Prelim
LLU Medical Center
Coppin State College

Medicine–Prelim/Neurology
George Washington U (DC)
Neurology
George Washington U
Southern Adventist University

Transitional Year
Balboa Naval Medical Center
U of Tennessee at
Chattanooga

Orthopaedic Surgery
LLU Medical Center

Family Medicine
Ventura County Medical
Center (CA)
Johns Hopkins University

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Family Medicine
Kettering Medical Center (OH)
Walla Walla University

Internal Medicine
U of Washington
Affiliated Hospitals
Bethel University

GRADUATION 2018

Sarah Peprah

Brittany Ramirez

Michael Raya

Jon Risovas

Cayde Ritchie

Christian Robins

Chloe Su

Andrew Sumnicht

Stephen Tan

Erik Thordarson

Stephanie Sanders

Geovany Siguenza

Rebeka Sipma

Andrew Song

Luke Spear

Morgan Stephan

Stephanie Treible

Justin Tuot

April Vassantachart

William Verlinden

Clara Vu

Joshua Wendt

Jacob West

Anna Wijatyk

Obstetrics and Gynecology
New York Medical CollegeWestchester/Metropolitan
Harvard University

Internal Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Loma Linda University

Family Medicine
U of Illinois College of
Medicine–Methodist MC
Andrews University

Anesthesiology
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Internal Medicine
White Memorial Medical
Center (CA)
Pacific Union College

Medicine–Prelim
UC San Francisco–Fresno
Neurology
UC San Diego Medical Center
Covenant College

Emergency Medicine
Florida Hospital–Orlando
U of Florida

Neurological Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Burman University

Surgery–Prelim/Urology
LLU Medical Center
Stanford University

Medicine–Prelim
LLU Medical Center
Diagnostic Radiology
U of Southern California
U of Redlands

Family Medicine
Kadlec Regional MC (WA)
Walla Walla University

Neurology
University of Virginia
Walla Walla University

Family Medicine
Kaiser Permanente–
Woodland Hills (CA)
UCLA

Pediatrics
LLU Medical Center
Loma Linda University

Medicine–Prelim
LLU Medical Center
Whitworth University

Family Medicine
Kettering Medical Center (OH)
La Sierra University

Medicine–Prelim
LLU Medical Center
Physical Medicine & Rehab
University of Virginia
Walla Walla University

Medicine–Prelim
LLU Medical Center
Radiation Oncology
U of Southern California
Pacific Union College

Transitional
LLU Medical Center
Andrews University

Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

DANIEL TAIPE FOR LLUH

(Left) Shannon Greenberg ’18 shakes the hand of LLUH President Richard H. Hart,
DrPH, ’70 as she makes her way across the stage. (Below) Justin Tuot ’18 is surrounded by
(from left) his parents, A.T. and Radina Tuot; fiancée (now wife!), Emily (granddaughter of
Roy V. Jutzy ’52); and sisters, Amily and Athena. (Many readers will recognize A.T. He is
records manager at the Alumni Association, where he has worked for more than 30 years.)

Anesthesiology
UCLA Medical Center
U of Southern California

Marilyn Wilburn

Physical Medicine & Rehab
Vidant MC/East Carolina
University (NC)
Oral Roberts University
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Family Medicine
LLU Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Michael Woodruff

Family Medicine
Providence Sacred Heart
Medical Center (WA)
Walla Walla University

Family Medicine
Ventura County Medical
Center (CA)
Westmont College

David Wooten

Internal Medicine
U of Alabama Medical
Center–Birmingham
Oakwood University

Family Medicine
Presence St. Joseph Hosp (IL)
Southern Adventist University

Daniel Yu

Internal Medicine
U of Arizona CM–Phoenix
Pacific Union College

(Top) Christian Robins ’18 poses for a photo
with his mother, Laureli R. Erick ’85, and father,
Edwin D. Robins ’86. (Above) Andrew Song ’18
looks happy to be covered in silly string. Or is it
because he has finally graduated?

Jennifer Zambales

THE
END

(The Beginning)

Emergency Medicine
Wright State University
Boonshoft SM (OH)
U of Texas Rio Grande Valley

September–December 2018
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Last Chance Ranch

The Struggle Is a Victory

By Shannon Greenberg ’18

By Carolyn Pearce ’18

M

We came to school expecting to hear
Words of wisdom, to treasure, hold dear.
Anatomy, phys, diagnosis, the like,
Interspersed, maybe, with a break or a hike.
Yet to our dismay we arrived and were told
That our ultimate goal was to have and to hold.
Classmates could now be your soon-to-be spouse,
Your mission to woo with Mozart and Strauss.
Over dead bodies love could soon bloom.
Romance could flourish in the first-year classroom.
So forget all the study and forgo all the woe.
No need to keep your profile down low.
Get out, explore the campus, and see
If someone will answer “Yes!” your heart’s plea.
Soon you’ll be able to join JMA
No longer fearing singles awareness day.
Babies, babies, babies, oh my!
But seriously, don’t worry, and I’ll tell you why.
It might be unplanned and a serious bump,
But it’s worth it: they’ll give you an engraved silver cup.
So welcome to Loma Linda. No worries! Don’t blanch.
Enjoy the prospectives at your last chance ranch.

Dr. Greenberg says she wrote this poem during her freshman orientation when it seemed everyone who addressed the new
medical students mentioned in some way the students’ chance to find a spouse during their time at Loma Linda. She and
other students found it amusing, and thus, the poem came to be.
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Dr. Greenberg is from “almost heaven” West Virginia, where she was raised by her parents, Bruce K. ’86 and Sunita
Phasge ’87, and survived her childhood in spite of her older brother, Jonathan. By God’s grace and with the love and
affection of grandmas, grandpas, aunts, uncles, cousins, and friends, Dr. Greenberg has begun her general surgery
residency at Loma Linda.

ELD Score = 35. Estimated three-month mortality = 52.6 percent. This is not good.

I look at the man on the ER gurney. Everything is
yellow. His eyes. His skin. Even his reddened palms are
yellow. He’s not making any sense. He rolls around and
there they are: spider angiomas. Classic. I look at him
again, his arms now outstretched, his left hand twitching
down toward the floor. Textbook. Whether he realizes
it or not, everyone in the room is thinking the same
thing: alcohol. Who knows if he is a dad or a husband?
His favorite color could be red. That’s not what we see,
though. All we see is alcohol and 52.6 percent.
“So, what do you want to do?” This is my attending’s
signature line. He stares at my intern and me with his
stony poker face. We won’t be getting any hints unless we
start committing to some kind of treatment plan. And
fast. How are we going to get him through the night? The
problems this man has begin pouring from my mind,
like one hashtag right after the other. “Lactulose,” I hear
myself say. “Give him a lot of lactulose.”
I have been a third-year medical student for all of six
weeks. Some days, I have moments of sheer third-year
brilliance. Most days, though, I feel trapped by my own
lack of know-how. I am wrong far more times than I am
right. I often leave the hospital feeling very, very dumb.
Did I really complete two whole years of medical school?
“Good. Lactulose. And?” My attending says, poker
face still intact. I can feel it: I am about to look really
dumb. I can tell, like some sort of academic aura. My
mind is blank. I am paralyzed. I can hear the thoughts
reverberating inside my head: whatever you do, just don’t
look stupid. “Um….” I bite my lower lip, trying not to
meet his gaze. He knows I don’t know. I know I don’t
know. Ugh. Not again.
“Steroids.” He says simply, immediately followed up
with, “And why do we do that?”
Why. Why? Why? Why? If internal medicine could
ask the world one question, it would be: Why? Now,
after almost two months of being on service, this has me
thinking: Why? Why is it so hard for me to be wrong?
Like most medical students, I have been a high
achiever for most of my life. I am used to knowing a lot,
doing well, and hearing praise. I take a lot of pride in my

own abilities. My work ethic sustains me. Intellectual
endeavors provide me with a certain kind of security.
The last six weeks have challenged all of that. With
each wrong answer, I question my own know-how. The
foundation of my identity has developed cracks, and my
security blanket has slowly started to unravel.
I am not all that different from my patient. No, I am
not addicted to alcohol. No, I have never fought for my
life in the hospital. But like my patient, I do fight a daily
force that has the potential to consume me. A force that
has the potential to slowly pilfer pieces of my identity and
leave only characteristic stigmata in its place.
Pride.
The paradox of medicine is haunting: it has the
potential to be both the most selfish and the most selfless
endeavor of a person’s life. Here I am, in the emergency
room with a man who has a greater than 50 percent
chance of dying in the next three months, and all I am
thinking is, “Don’t say something stupid.”
Really?!
Once again, I am asking the same questions. What
will it be: the stories or the scores? Who am I here for:
them or me?
I wish that my sincere answer would always be the
right answer. Unfortunately, these questions aren’t going
away. Be it board scores, attending evaluations, threats of
malpractice, or just my own reputation, there will always
be forces that will shift my focus from the patient. It
scares me that I think that as a medical student, resident,
or attending, I may find myself paralyzed by the fear of
failure when I make life or death decisions. Yet I find
solace in the identification of the struggle. Keep wrestling. The fight is not going away, but the fight itself will
ultimately save the man on the gurney and the physician
in the workroom. n
Dr. Pearce will begin her family medicine residency
at Ventura County Medical Center. She is grateful
to all of her amazing professors at LLU for not only
teaching her the science of medicine but also guiding
her and showing her the art of whole person care.
September–December 2018
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The Rhythm
in the Words

A third degree block, crazy, the chambers seem to compete.
Both beating away, but the lack of communication is complete.
With this rhythm the heart will be beating entirely too slow.
If the patient is not soon paced, their blood, quickly, will cease to flow.

By Raymond Krause ’18

Note: Underlined words represent P-waves. Bolded words represent QRS complexes.

When you look at the rhythm of a heart that’s in sinus,
It is steady, it is normal, without a beat plus or minus.
The conduction of the current, first fast then slowed,
As it crosses through the atria where it traverses the AV node.

It’s fast, too fast, beating, thumping, pounding.
The patient, pulseless, code blue sounding.
Its V-tach, running, meds, recording the clock,
Paddles, charging, deliver the shock.
Dr. Krause matched to a transitional year at Kettering Medical Center in Ohio. He will then continue with his diagnostic
radiology residency at the University of Florida in Gainesville. He enjoys hiking, camping, and playing tennis.

THINKING OF A CAREER CHANGE?
A heart that converts to the abnormal rhythm of A-fib,
Is irregular it is not constant or steady but rather more ad-lib.
The atria depolarize too fast to be productive at all.
To fix this irregularity it is necessary to ablate the endocardial wall.

Do you have a job opportunity you would like to share? The Alumni Association is excited to introduce
the Career Center, an online hub for placement opportunities by and for our medical alumni.
At the Career Center, you can look for new work opportunities, post available jobs
and internships, and upload your CV for potential employers to see.
For more information visit

www.llusmaa.org/jobs
When a second-degree block shows itself in the rhythm Wenckebach,
The space between the two waves will grow until one of them abruptly will drop.
The patient looks fine, no pain on their face.
At least that is mostly true, before transcutaneously you may need to begin to pace.

Another second-degree block would be Mobitz type two.
The intervals are normal, except the ventricles will occasionally drop a few.
The p-waves, they are reliable and sure,
But this rhythm can be very difficult to cure.
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BOOK REVIEW

AIMS REPORT

From Butchering to Healing
By Rolanda R. Everett ’92, associate editor

I

magine undergoing surgery in a time before anesthesia, before antibiotics, and before germs’ role in
disease was known. Imagine a time when surgery was three to five times more survivable if it was
performed in a private home rather than in a hospital. Imagine a time when surgeries were public and

could be observed with the purchase of a ticket, as if one
were going to watch animals at a zoo. In “The Butchering
Art,” Lindsey Fitzharris draws us into the noisy, smelly,
dirty, and frequently unsuccessful, world of medical
students and surgeons in the mid-19th century. This was
the Victorian era, a time now perceived as cultured and
romantic, but with an often forgotten underbelly of truly
grim and horrifying health care.
Dr. Robert Liston was the preeminent surgeon of
his day in a time when the
success of a surgeon was
determined by how rapidly
he could perform a surgery.
His most famous mishap
involved an operation
during which he worked
so rapidly that he amputated three of his assistant’s
fingers and slashed a spectator’s coat. Both the assistant and the patient died
later of gangrene, and the
bystander died on the spot
from fright. It was the only
surgery in history said to
have a 300 percent fatality
rate. In 1846, Joseph Lister
witnessed the first surgery
in England performed
under ether by Dr. Liston.
The following two decades
saw surgical outcomes
By Lindsey
worsen. Due to anesthesia,
Fitzharris, PhD
surgeons were more willing
to take up the knife without
Scientific American/
the fear of inflicting pain,
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
driving up the incidence
(October 2017)
of postoperative infection
and shock. Surgeons rarely
304 pages
washed their hands or
instruments and would

The Butchering Art:
Joseph Lister’s
Quest to Transform
the Grisly World of
Victorian Medicine
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often go straight from dissecting a rotting corpse into the
operating theater to cut on living flesh. “Laudable pus”
was felt to be a natural part of the healing process. To the
consternation of surgeons who did not yet know about
germs, most patients died of postoperative infection.
Into this frightening world of unsuccessful surgical
outcomes stepped Dr. Joseph Lister, a young surgeon
who was fascinated by what he could see with his father’s
microscope. Fitzharris references actual patient cases of
the time, including quotes from medical journals and
Dr. Lister’s own notes, to show how Dr. Lister publicly
went against prevailing medical thought to continue his
research into the potential infectious causes of post-surgical mortality. She introduces us to his contemporaries,
some brilliant, some loathsome, and takes us in gripping detail through the dirty medical schools and bleak
hospitals, down the backstreets of London and Glasgow,
into the deadhouses where they studied anatomy, and
through the graveyards where they sometimes scavenged
corpses, to show how they learned their art. She shows
the events by which Dr. Lister came to understand that
germs cause disease and how he developed antiseptic
surgical practices to improve patient outcomes. By the
1870s, Dr. Lister’s use of carbolic acid as an anti-infective
agent had transformed post-surgical care. Hospitals were
no longer “houses of death”; they had become “houses
of healing.”
This book is a valuable reminder for all of us who have
become complacent about today’s status of medicine. The
cleanliness of hospitals, the survivability of most infectious diseases, and the ability of patients to advocate on
their own behalf are gifts that we owe in large part to the
work of Dr. Joseph Lister. Read this book with a sense of
gratitude for the modern medical care that we often take
for granted! n

AIMS Works to Provide Better Opportunities and
Connections for Medical Missionaries

T

he Alumni Association’s newest council, called
Alumni in Mission Service (AIMS), seeks to support
medical missionaries by connecting our alumni to
volunteer, educational, and philanthropic opportunities
in the mission field.
In July, the Alumni Association emailed the medical
alumni, asking those currently serving overseas to report
their needs and for alumni interested in volunteering
overseas to notify us of their interest. The responses we
received confirmed the great needs in the hospitals where
our alumni serve and the desire of many alumni to help
meet those needs.
Overseas volunteer opportunities received have
already been posted on a map in the mission portion of
the Alumni Association website: www.llusmaa.org/page/
mission-opportunities. This page will continue to be
updated as we receive new locations and opportunities.

The AIMS council is grateful for ideas about how to
better engage our alumni in missions. If you have a suggestion, please email us at llumsaa@llu.edu. If you would like
to express interest in serving as a short-term missionary,
visit: www.llusmaa.org/page/mission-opportunities.

The responses we received confirmed the great needs
in the hospitals where our alumni serve.
As reported in the last JOURNAL issue, the new
mission council replaces the Association of International
Medical Services. Life members of that association who
were not already members of the Alumni Association
have received complimentary bronze perpetual memberships of the Alumni Association. The AIMS council
retains the familiar AIMS acronym and remains dedicated to supporting worldwide medical missions. n

Dr. Everett is a pediatrician in Springfield, Oregon.
She and her husband live on a farm where they raise
beef cattle (but she is vegetarian!). They have four
children. Her favorite era of historical fiction is the
19th century, a reason this book caught her attention.
September–December 2018
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Alumni News

as president of SBCMS, represents the
medical society at the state level as a
California Medical Association trustee.
(Source: School of Medicine Report)

What’s new? Have you accomplished something of which you are proud?
Have you received an award? Served overseas recently? Want to simply
update us on your life? Email us: llusmaa@llu.edu.

1970s

Calvin R. Hill ’75 reports that he officially retired on July 31 in his 40th year
of primary care internal medicine and
hospitalist practice. His entire career
was in Tillamook, Oregon, where he and
his wife, Jaimy, intend to stay. He looks
forward to spending his time with family,
traveling, and pursuing other interests.
His son Timothy B. Hill ’05 is an internal
medicine physician and hospitalist at
Adventist Medical Center in Portland.

O

Along with W. Frank Clayton ’76-A,
Michael D. Green ’74, and other friends,
Dr. Hill travels the world to see new birds,
recently adding world bird number 5,000
on a trip to Cambodia.
On June 20, Marti Baum ’79-B received the
Nicholas P. Krikes Award for outstanding
contributions to the San Bernardino
County Medical Society (SBCMS) and
the community. Dr. Baum, who served

n February 17, 2018, B. Lyn Behrens, ’63-aff,
received a Charles E. Weniger Society for Excellence
award in a special service at Loma Linda University
Church. Weniger awardees are chosen because, through
extraordinary achievement in professional service, they
have changed the world.
A native of Australia, Dr. Behrens received her
medical degree with honors at Sydney University
School of Medicine in 1964, the year in which Charles
Weniger [through the voice of Graham Maxwell] gave
the commencement address for the College of Medical
Evangelists. Weniger could not have known that on the
other side of the world, a woman who shared his ideals
for Adventist education was beginning a professional
career that would bring her to leadership at a crucial time
in the school’s history.
After six years of postgraduate training, Dr. Behrens
went through many levels of administrative responsibility. In 1986, she became dean of the School of
Medicine: the first woman dean of a co-educational
medical school in the history of the United States. As
dean, her immediate task was to lead the School from the
shadow of chronic probationary status to the sunlight of
full accreditation. Because of medicine’s centrality, the
existence of the whole institution was at serious risk, but
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1990s

Bobby S. Bhasker-Rao ’94 was featured
by La Sierra University news for his
appearance in the New York Times “Top
Surgeons in the Nation” list from 2013
to 2018. This consistent recognition is
a result of “his accomplishments and
superior patient outcomes in bariatric
surgery.” Dr. Bhasker-Rao says his
Adventist education provided a “strong
background” and “principles and a
foundation” that bolstered him during
his surgical training at other institutions.
(Source: La Sierra University News)
(Continued on page 47)

in the following spring the School received an unconditional seven-year accreditation.
In 1990, Dr. Behrens was appointed CEO of the
University, beginning a 17-year term as University president that would prove to be some of the most productive in
its history. The Children’s Hospital, the Behavioral Medicine
Center, and the School of Pharmacy, as well as four new
clinical facilities, all opened during her administration.
Dr. Behrens is grateful to work in a place where her
personal religious values and the spiritual mission of the
institution she served meshed so perfectly. She credits the
success of that mission to the influence of three LLU School
of Religion professors: Graham Maxwell, who affirmed
that God could be trusted even in the presence of the
suffering encountered every day by those who work with
the sick; Jack W. Provonsha ’53-A, who emphasized the
importance of ethics to medical education and practice;
and Wilber Alexander, PhD, ’93-hon, who helped structure the core Christian values of Seventh-day Adventist
thought into our signature enterprise: whole-person care.
But it was Lyn Behrens, colleagues add, who brought
the ideas of these men to concrete fruition at LLU. A
colorful diagram created more than 20 years ago illustrates the mission of LLU as Lyn Behrens – and Charles
Weniger – envisioned it: with Jesus Christ at the center. n

Classifieds
NAPOLI ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Open for lunch and dinner, Napoli Italian
Restaurant is located just minutes away from
the Loma Linda campus. For more than 25
years, Napoli has offered the finest Italian food,
including full catering and a banquet room.
Contact Napoli to cater special events
including weddings and birthday celebrations.
24960 Redlands Blvd., Loma Linda, CA 92354.
(909) 796-3770. Napoli-Italian.com. We deliver!

Rates for placement and classified ads:
$50 up to 50 words, then $1.50/word up to 100
words total. Extras: $20/each for a bold border,
color screen, or logo. Call 909-558-4633. More
information and current rates can be found at
www.llusmaa.org/ajadvertising.

Alumni News
(Continued from page 46)

Bates D. Moses ’99 was bestowed the School of Religion’s
annual President’s Award at the June 10 Loma Linda
University (LLU) commencement ceremony. He earned
his MA in bioethics this year. Dr. Moses is a palliative
care specialist and physician director of bioethics for
Kaiser Permanente Southern California. He is author
of “Tarascon Palliative Medicine Pocketbook.” (Source:
LLU News)

Voted Monroe County’s Best Physicians Office!
-Readers Choice Awards, Advocate & Democrat, 2017

CCHS is seeking two (2) full-time
or part-time physicians to join our
caring staff at our clinic in East
Tennessee. The desired specialties
include family medicine, internal
medicine, and pediatrics.

2010s

In June, recent graduate Dean LaBarba ’18
cared for his first “patient” as an MD before
beginning his residency and in quite a
unique setting: a transatlantic flight. The
story of Dr. LaBarba’s quick reaction to
a fellow passenger’s collapse made its
rounds online and in several news outlets. He and his
wife, Ivy, were on their return flight from Europe when a
woman sitting nearby collapsed. Dr. LaBarba was quick to
respond, allowing his training to kick in. After the woman
revived, she, Dr. LaBarba, and his wife were moved to
business class where Dr. LaBarba was able to monitor her
and later pray with her. Search “Dean LaBarba airplane”
online to find accounts of the full story. (Source: LLU News
and many other sources) n

For more information, please contact
Jordan Cagle at jcagle@chotahealth.org
or 423-436-1126.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$30,000 Sign-On Bonus *Restrictions may apply.
Competitive Salary
Loan Repayment Options
Bald River Falls
CME Reimbursement
Paid Mission Leave
9 Paid Holidays
401k with Match
Much More! (Contact for details)

TELLICO RIVER

TELLICO LAKE
LOCATED IN BEAUTIFUL MONROE COUNTY, Tn

www.chotahealth.org
September–December 2018
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IN MEMORIAM

Alumni
Remembered
Elmer R. Wasemiller ’45 died on
December 13, 2017. He was a surgeon
from Wahpeton, North Dakota.
LeRoy K. Thompson ’46 was born August
2, 1920, and died June 12, 2018. He practiced obstetrics and gynecology.
Cornell Greavu Jr. ’53-A
was born January 20,
1917, and died February
24, 2018, in Portland,
Tennessee.
Born into a family of
farmers, Dr. Greavu never lost his love of
growing things, especially useful, edible
things. At age 36, he began his medical
practice in North Branch, Michigan. For
30 years, he served with compassion and
caring as a small-town doctor who made
house calls and didn’t charge an arm and
a leg. He retired in 1983 at the age of 66
and moved to Portland shortly thereafter,
becoming active in his church community and enjoying the milder climate and
friendly neighbors.
Dr. Greavu is survived by his
wife, Beverly; four daughters, Sylvia
(Richard), Wanda, Susan (Thomas),
and Rebecca (Eric); eight grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; and seven
great-great-grandchildren.
Robert G. Myers ’57 died March 8, 2018.
He was an obstetrician and gynecologist.
Hilda Scheffler Rinda ’57 died May 29,
2018. She practiced family medicine.
Wetzel D. Williams ’57 died November 22,
2017. He practiced family medicine.
Morrill C. Quinnam ’59 died July 29,
2018. He was a well-reputed family
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Notify us of an alumnus who has passed or review our
obituary policy by visiting www.llusmaa.org/inmemoriam.

physician and prominent
member of his local
Adventist community.
He was a member of the
Spencerville Seventh-day
Adventist Church near
Silver Spring, Maryland. Dr. Quinnam
is survived by his wife, Donna Rae; his
daughter, Lynelle Smith; and his son,
Randy Quinnam.
Urby Duane Smith ’68
died May 14, 2018, in
Hot Springs, South
Dakota. He was born to
Urby and Mary Smith in
Long Beach, California,
where his father worked at the naval shipyard during World War II. After the war,
the family returned to Grand Junction,
Colorado, eventually moving to Hot
Springs when Urby was in the 6th grade.
Dr. Smith completed a BA in chemistry at Union College in Lincoln,
Nebraska, and in 1964, he married
Evelyn Prunty. Following medical school
in Loma Linda, he specialized in internal
medicine. During the Vietnam War he
served in the U.S. Navy at the Marine
Corps Air Station in Yuma, Arizona. In
his career as an internal medicine and
family doctor, Dr. Smith practiced in
Nicaragua, Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas,
and Palau. He enjoyed flying the Piper
Comanche airplane that he co-owned
with a friend, traveling with his family,
snow skiing, and waterskiing.
Dr. Smith is survived by his sons, Brad
(Courtney), Jeff (Tammy), and Tim, and
his grandchildren, Anna and Connor.
Frederick B. Brown ’73-A was born April
4, 1947, in St. Helena, California, and
died May 27, 2018, after battling Lewy

Body Dementia for
several years.
Following graduation
from Andrews University,
Dr. Brown married his
high school sweetheart,
Carol. After medical school, he completed
a general and thoracic surgery residency
at Henry Ford Hospital in Michigan.
Dr. Brown began his career in vascular
surgery at Muskegon Surgical Associates
in West Michigan and was the first and
for many years only vascular surgeon in
the area. He served as president of the
Muskegon County Medical Society and as
chief of staff at Mercy Hospital. During his
development of the vascular lab at Mercy,
Fred met his second wife, Deborah. They
married in 1994 and enjoyed 23 years of
marriage until her passing in 2017.
Dr. Brown supported many philanthropic endeavors, endorsing numerous
hospital campaigns over the span of his
30-year practice. His contributions to the
advancement of vascular medicine and
his dedication to quality patient care as
well as to the training and recruitment
of new physicians at Mercy Hospital has
left an indelible footprint on the West
Michigan community.
Dr. Brown enjoyed sailing, traveling,
and many athletics. As he approached
retirement, when others would consider
slowing down, he climbed to base camp
at Everest and traveled to a remote area of
the Pacific Ocean to scuba dive with great
white sharks.
Dr. Brown is survived by his daughters, Dr. Bonnie M. Brown (Tony) and
Stacy (Jonathan); four grandchildren;
sister, Nita (Gil); niece, Dr. Karen
Johnson; stepchildren, Mandy (Chris)
and Nick; and step-grandchildren, Alexa
and Owen.

Steven E. Duerksen ’84
was born May 17, 1955,
and died February 20,
2018, in Wildomar,
California.
Dr. Duerksen was
an anesthesiologist well-respected for
his clinical skills during surgery, but
just as much for his interest in and
attentive care of his patients and others
outside the operating room. He honed
his skills through his years as a paramedic on the streets of LA and during
his time of service with LA County
Search and Rescue. Most of his career
was spent at InterCommunity Hospital
in Covina, California, and Loma Linda

University Medical Center–Murrieta,
where he initially headed up the cardiac
anesthesia department.
Dr. Duerksen became involved in
mission trips to Borneo with Upper
Columbia Academy. During his first
trip, he felt his skills assisting with the
building projects were underutilized, so
before the next visit he spent a few days
with a dentist learning the craft, then
bought his own set of dental tools and did
restorative dental work on subsequent
trips. He also made many mission trips
to the Philippines as an anesthesiologist.
Once, he arrived at a hospital without
any working anesthesia machines, but
after rummaging through cupboards he

Rodney E. Willard ’56

D

r. Willard was born in July 1927 and
died August 24, 2018, just weeks after
the passing of his wife, Barbara.
Dr. Willard was born the oldest of
six children in Sanitarium, California.
He served as a medic in the U.S. Army
in WWII and then as a sergeant in the
Army National Guard. After the war, he
met Barbara Hastings while attending La
Sierra University, where they fell in love
and were married in 1948.
Dr. Willard graduated with his BA
in religion from La Sierra University in
1950. Six years later, he graduated from
the College of Medical Evangelists (now
Loma Linda University) and went on
to complete his residency in pathology
at Emory University. He completed his
training as an NIH fellow in clinical
chemistry at Yale University and then
joined the Department of Pathology
at LLU in 1967, serving first as chief of
clinical chemistry and then as director of
clinical laboratories.
For more than 40 years, Dr. Willard
served as an associate professor in the
Department of Pathology and Human
Anatomy. During his career, he published
in excess of 30 scientific papers and held

membership in many scientific societies, including the American Society of
Clinical Pathologists and the College of
American Pathologists.
Throughout his career, Dr. Willard
volunteered as a preceptor for medical
students serving at neighborhood
medical clinics sponsored by the School
of Medicine, and he also served gratis
as laboratory director of records for the
Monument Valley Mission Hospital
Laboratory. He combined his love as
a general aviation pilot with service

was able to get the machines in working
order again.
His private life was equally interesting:
he owned a farm in Nebraska, an avocado
farm in Temecula, California, and over
40 antique John Deere caterpillar tractors. He was a renaissance man: a master
welder, someone who could build and
repair anything, a lover of nature, and
one who respected and guarded all life.
Rajiv S. Johnson ’15
was born April 20, 1988,
and died November 6,
2017. He was a psychiatry resident at Loma
Linda University. n

by flying in LIGA sponsored medical
missions deep into rural areas of Mexico
and used his lifelong involvement with
amateur radio to serve as a communication volunteer for the San Bernardino
Sheriff ’s Medical Emergency Response
Corps and public events.
Dr. Willard was active in many professional societies, earning awards from
county and state medical societies for his
political leadership in the fight for rational
HIV testing before the California legislature. The Alumni Association presented
Dr. Willard with the Honored Alumnus
Award in 2001 and recognized him with
the Iner Sheld-Ritchie Presidential Award
in 2006.
Aside from his professional roles, Dr.
Willard also had an important role as
husband and father. He stimulated a love
of learning that shaped all members of
the family, each in their own way. He was
always willing to lend a helping hand for
all of his children long after they achieved
mature adulthood.
Dr. Willard is survived by his four
children, Karen, Keith E. Willard ’80-B,
Kathleen E. Willard ’82, and Kirk E.
Willard ’89; his brother, Dudley, and
sister, Marilyn; and grandchildren,
nieces, and nephews. n
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HISTORICAL SNAPSHOT

1

The New Iconic Towers

2

By Dennis E. Park, MA, ’07-hon, consulting editor/historian

H

4

3

ealth care, on what is known today as the Loma Linda
University campus, began in 1905 in the sanitarium
on the hill. In October of that year, when the first patients
were admitted, a staff of 35 doctors, nurses, and other
support staff tended to their needs. It wasn’t long until
it was determined that the sanitarium was inadequate to
meet the needs of a nursing school, much less a planned
medical school. To meet those needs, the college board
voted to build a hospital on the site of the “barn and fowl”
yard, which today is known as the quadrangle.
By November of 1913, the first phase of the hospital was
completed (1). The first hospital remained in operation until
1924 when the facility was relocated to a newly constructed
hospital (2) on the western side of the hill. Through the
years the T-shaped hospital went through two separate

expansions: the first in 1929 and the second in 1949. The
hospital on the hill, which would serve the community and
academic needs, is seen in the aerial view (3).
By the early 1960s, the hospital on the hill was outdated.
In 1968, the patients in the hospital on the hill were transported to the new towers of healing (4) constructed on the
corner of Barton Road and San Bernardino Avenue (now
Campus Street). During the succeeding years the hospital
(known today as the Medical Center) went through
three major additions: The Children’s Hospital, The
James Slater Proton Therapy Center, and the Schuman
Pavilion. The facility is seen in photo number 5. Currently,
two new hospitals are under construction on the Loma
Linda campus just east of the existing facility. An artist’s
rendering is shown in photo number 6. n

6

5

Follow the construction progress of the new hospital towers at www.docuvision2020.com.
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W H AT ’ S U P, D O C ?

Maxine D. Theriot ’94
Wound and Hyperbaric Medicine
Royse City, Texas

For what are you famous among friends and family?
Approximately five years ago, my husband Maurice and
I made a commitment to our son that we would try to
reach all 50 states in the U.S. as a family before he graduated from high school. Our 50 states caper, as we called it,
was chronicled on social media and ended in March 2018
in Hawaii, and our son has since started his first year at
Oakwood University. Mission accomplished!
In 2012, I embarked upon an all plant-based dietary
lifestyle. My belief with plant-based eating is that for
every animal-based food craving out there, there is a
plant-based food that is just as satisfying in both taste and
texture with a higher probability of being much healthier.
What is your best memory from medical school?
My best memory of medical school was the times of
worship, not just on campus where Friday night vespers
were great but also at the variety of churches in the area.
Valley Fellowship SDA was my most frequented church,
and the music, the sounds of praise, and sermons about
the love of Jesus made for a truly enjoyable worship experience that connected me fully to the faith for the first time
even though I had grown up Adventist my entire life.
What has been the most meaningful experience in
your medical career?
Over the years my practice has evolved from primary
care to the specialty of wound and hyperbaric medicine. I
am board certified in both family medicine and undersea
and hyperbaric medicine. I have too many meaningful
experiences to count. Currently, helping others to heal
their chronic wounds and seeing the results of wound
closure have been my most meaningful experiences.
Though rare, treating someone for decompression illness
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in the Dallas–Fort Worth area, which has no deep waterways, can be challenging and interesting. Convincing an
ardent diver to remain out of the water is a daunting task
but has been a lifesaver in some instances.

If you were to have worked in a field outside of
medicine, what would it have been? Why?
Outside of medicine, you would have probably found me
as a teacher following in the footsteps of my mother and
many aunts. But as technology evolved, I probably would
have become a computer programmer or coder with an
interest in artificial intelligence development. So much
new technology is available that wasn’t in existence when
I was in college.
If you could learn to do something new or better, what
would it be?
Even now I look forward to days of minimal charting and
documentation, and if I had the time, I would attempt
to program an artificially intelligent discerner that could
listen to and observe my actions during a patient visit and
have the medical record documented upon discussing
the plan of care with the patient. No more charting! Yay!
What is the best advice you’ve ever been given?
The best advice has come from a variety of sources. One
major game changer occurred in my family medicine
practice when a marketer came by promoting another
service line but challenged me in our discussion to find my
niche in medicine. Shortly thereafter, I started exploring
wound care and eventually hyperbaric medicine, and I
love what I do! My advice to anyone in any occupation
is to find your niche. Know your purpose and live your
passion according to God’s will and God’s way. n
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